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FOREWQRD

l am pleased to learn that Shri B.K. Sahu, IAS,
Managing Director, Tripura Jute Mills Limited has
translated 100_ Tripuri folksongs into English. l am
hopeful that this translation would bring to focus
the rich cultural heritage of the tribes in Tripura and
give an insight into the ethos of a tribal society. I
am sure that the reading would be found interest-
ing by all those who are not familiar with Kokborok
and are therefore handicapped in sharing this rich
heritage. P

(Dasaratha Deb)



r r  REFACE

- _ This book is noton the kings, queens or royal
families of Tripura. There werr: kings, queens and royal
families in Tripura. They were preoccupied with defend-
ing their positions in the face of external aggressions
and internal rebellions. They kept themselves precari-
ously afloat on the waves of political upheavals. They
resembled the waves on the ocean of common peo-
ple. At times, waves seemed so powerful as to engulf
the ocean itself. But waves came, and waves went
away -— nonetheless leaving behind permanent inden-
tations. -

This bookyis about the deep ocean of common
tribal people of Tripura in yesteryears. It is about their
common wisdom. It is about their common joys, — and
common sorrows. The common people had small
needs, -— and fewer expectations. They did not live
with the hope of becoming fabulously rich, -— nor did
they expect to lead a sinecure life. Destiny was una-
voidable. Fate had already ordained whatever might
come by them in their lives. In the eternal cycle of birth
and death, coming face to face with destiny was life
for them. Nonetheless, life was something to be en-
joyed; and they did enjoy their lives to the fullest. De-
spite hardships, they were very content with their lives.

Tripura, which was never completely under the
Muslim or British rule, is atiny state of the ‘Indian Un-
ion, bounded by Bangladesh from almost all sides. It is
one of the states in the eastern fringe of the country.
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(Strangely enough, the region is called "north-east",
even though there is nothing "north" about it, and the
region is to the east of the "eastern" India, and not to
the north of it.) Because of its proximity to Bengal, the
influence of Bengal is very evident. ln the past, ll was
ruled by kings from tribal communities who generally
patronized Hindu religion. _ .

The compilation of thelfolksongs in this book is
not my original work. The compilation was done by Shri
Naresh Chandra Debbarma, and was published in the
form of a book by Government of Tripura‘, titled "Prachin
Tripuri Lok Sangit Sankalan." It contained the original
folksongs in Bengali script with brief substance of the
folksongs in Bengali. - .

When l read the folksongs with the help of my
friends, l found them very appealing. Indian values and
ethos were deeply ingrained in them. Belief in destiny,
omen and superstition; hardships of life, exuberant
enjoyment of life ; respect to elders and respect for
traditional values — all these appeared so empathetic
to me. Hence, ll decided to translate the folksongs into
English for the benefit of the people in other parts of
the country.  -

The present compilation consists of the folksongs
of the Tripuri tribe only. There are many other tribes in
Tripura, such as the Reangs, the Jamatias, the Kukis,
and the Chakmas etc. However, the Tripuris are the
major tribe in Tripura —numerically, culturally and po-
litically. The Tripuiris were socially, culturally and politi-
cally much more advanced than many other tribes of
the region. B '
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The original Tripuri folksongs are in Kokborok (or,
Kakbarak, $ét=?|T$) language, a tribal languages. Like
many other tribal languages, this language also does
not appear to have its own script. Usually, it is written
in Bengali script. Since Kokborok draws heavily from
Bengali language, this script is very helpful.

In this book, I have given the original folksongs in
Devanagari script. The folksongs in Devanagari script
should be pronounced as one reads a- text in Hindi (but
not in Sanskrit). However, Kokborok language has in-
tonations which are difficult to denote in Devanagari
script, as in most other scripts. Kokborok language has
a special vowel which in very much used. It has been
denoted by 31$ (w_), and its pronunciation is between 3
(u) ands (i). . _ .

All the folksongs have been translated into Eng-
lish. Of course, it is not a literal translation. Slight modi-
fications have been done here and there, so that the
connotations become evident to a non-native reader.
In some folksongs, certain points have been empha-
sized to bring out the cultural distinctiveness and cen-
tral point of emphasis. Indeed, when I had prepared
the first draft of the translations, I had done literal trans-
lation. I had used footnotes and references generously.
Even then, it was not comprehensible, and the conno-
tations were nebulous.

Our culture, tradition and values are our treas-
ure. We must enrich them with modern knowledge and
concepts. We must not deprive them of the care and
respect they rightfully deserve. It is disheartening that

I31



we are even ignorant of them.
I hope that this book will help a large number of

readers in better understanding of Tripuri culture and
tradition. . I _

It will be unfair if I do not mention the names of
the persons who helped me in the present work. Quite
a few persons have helped me very enthusiastically In
interpreting the folksongs. Some of them were : Sarva
Shri Mrinal Kanti Debbarma (Tripura Civil Service),
Akhirai Debbarma, Pramod Debbarma and Flabindra
Debbarma. I am very grateful to them for their help.

It will be unfair if I do not mention the contribu-
tions of my wife Sunita (Sonu) and my daughter Sangh
Mitra (Twinkle). I have written this book in my leisure
time that I should have dutifully devoted to them.  

AGARTALA r A Kw“ WT“ TL‘
FEBRUARY 22, 1998 (BARUN KUMAR SAHU)
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VISIT TO A TYPICAL TFHBAL VILLAGE TODAY
‘(from imagination and illustrative only, around early 19_90s)

The narrow valley between the two imposing hills
bears an awesome look. After the strenuouswalk, as I
straighten my neck, all I can see is the dense forest on
the hillocks. Some of the trees are very tall and old. In
between the trees, wild shrubs and creepers are grow-
ing. Trudging my way in the lean footpath along the
foot the hillock, I stumble over the wild creepers that
have "grown on the way. I also stumble over the stray
roots of the big trees protruding on the path like a web.
There are bushy growths all along which at places cover
me upto the shoulder. The bushy growths are grassy
and spiny, and pricks the uncovered parts of my body.
I am walking cautionsly lest I should fall off from the
slant slope of the hillock into the valley. The path is
undulating. lntermittently, the path slopes up and down.

It is summer now. The sky is almost clear, and
the sun is shining brightly. The roads are very dusty.
Motor vehicles plying on the road blows up copious
dust in the air.  A

Ever though this place is hardly twenty kilometers
from the town, it appears very different geographically.
The soil is moist and damp. Water oozes out from the
slopes of the hillock. It is relatively cold and pleasant.

I hear the gurgling sound of the stream (called
"chharra“) in the valley, nearby. Themarshy stream is
covered with vegetation. At one point, the stream
crosses the path; I jump across it with all my might lest
lshould wet my shoes. I

I51



I have been -walkings for.-about two hours now,
and have covered about seven kilometers on foot in
this fortuous route. The security forces accompanying
me in this insurgency ravaged area, curse me for mak-
ing them take the strenuous walk. They keep on won-
dering why the tribal inhabitants sought to settle in such
remote and inhospitable terrain when they were free
to settle in the plains. .. Suddenly someone notices
that I tam bleeding from my ankle. One tiny leech re-
sembling the dropping of hen, has entered inside my
trousers and is sucking my blood. Leeches abound in
the jungle, and their bite is painless. I pull out the leech,
and throw it away. I resume my walk. I I

Instead of walking alongside the hill, now I shall
have to climb up the hill. The tribal village which is our
destination in on the flat peak of the hill. Lifting my
neck upward, I look up to estimate the height I shall
have to climb. The tribal boy who is our guide, is al-
ready on the top of the hillock. Taking a deep breath, I
ready myself for the strenuous climb. As ltake my first
step, I realize that it is a dangerous venture. The soil of
the hillock is very loose. I shall have to climb up an
improvised stair. The soil is slippery and loose. It is
very slant and dangerous. I take the support from bam-
boo and other weeds growing alongside, and climb up.
Suddenly I make mistake and skid. In frantic effort to
control myself, I get hurt. Lstand up and resume walk-
ing, pretending nothing has happened.

Even though it is damp and cold, I feel warm due
to the strenuous walk. I was sweating profusely, but
no-w even the sweat seems to have exhausted. I am
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extremely thirsty. I go to the stream nearby, and throw-
ing the principles of hygiene to the wind, drink its cold
and invigorating —_ albeit dirty — water with hollowed
hands, just as the people in the area do.

The path suddenly ends. There is a deep gorge
ahead. The chirp of the birds, and the squeal of in-
sects and squirrels running around at the bottom re-
verberate in the gorge. The gorge is covered with thick
vegetation. As I look down from the precipice, I realize
the enormousness of the gorge. It is as though I am
looking down from a sky-scraper. I am diffident if I shall
be able to reach the bottom safely. The soil is slippery
and moments earlier I have slipped. I start fantacizing
how my deadbody will be carried from here, should I
fall off to the rocky bottom. I begin climbing down very
apprehensiveIy.....l do not fall I Ireach the bottom of
the gorge safely. I wash my face in the stream with the
cheer of conquering a war.

As I again begin climbing up, bursts in succes-
sion are heard. I become circumspect. ls it enchange
of fire between the insurgents and the security forces?
The bursting sound does not subside. A little later I
realize that it was because of the burning of hollow
bamboos which burst as they burn. The shifting culti-
vators have set ablaze the cut and dried vegetation on
theslopes of the jhum field. Cultivation will be done
there in the rainy season.

I notice some short cattle grazing in the bush.
Biggish wooden bells hang from their necks. As the
cattle move, the bells clink which helps in locating
them.... A reservoir has been created between two hill-

I7I I
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ocks by embanking the valley. There may be fish in the
water area. In one corner of the embankment, there is
a ghat for bathing. I

We are in the village now. It is far from a flat area.
There are about twenty houses in the village. The
houses on different ridges of the hill. At the entrance of
the village, there is a decorative arch of bamboo. The
bamboo pieces in the arch have been scratched to
give the deceptive look of driedlflowers. Some fresh
flowers and foliage are tied to the arch. One of the
villagers greets me and welcomes me to his village.
He proudly informs that the village is named after his
father who was the village headman or "choudhuri."

They ask me if everything was well on the way.
Noticing that I am pulverized, they tell that they face
the hardshipsdaily. - . _

I move arround in the village. There is a temple.
It is made of bamboo and thatch of straw. It is about
five feet in length, breadth and height. An earthen pot
is kept upside down on the tip of the thatch. Inside the
temple, there are three lumps of earth orstone, repre-
senting tribal deities.  .

One person takes me to a vantage point. From
here it appears as if I am on the roof of the world or
looking down from an airplane. He points with his fin-
ger to one direction in the plains and tells me that that
is the town. It is not clear now. Maybe, in the night
when the lights will be lit in the town, it will be visible.
He then points to the local weekly market in the plains.
The villagers attend the weekly market to sell their pro-
duce and buy goods. . g

 I8]
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- The number of children in the village is discern-
ibly more than that of the elders. The boys and girls
run here and there. The boys have worn stitched shorts
and banians, and girls either stitched frocks or “pachra"
(home made cloth with designs, wrapped around in
lower part of the body). Pigs, dogs and fowls are also
running here and there, and appear to be integral part
of the village community. Perched on the tree is a big
cage of bamboo for the fowl. The pen for the pigs is in
a corner and is very stingy. - .

ti One mentally deranged man is seated under the
jackfruit tree. It is said that he is suffering because he
had violated certain customary Iaws....A small crea-
ture, called "Kakraich" croaks, and people start won-
dering what the croaking at this hour of the day, means.

Now, I enter a tribal house. The house is made of
bamboo. It is about fourfeet above the ground, propped
up by thick bamboo and wooden stumps. A serrated
log reclines slantingly. This serrated log is the impro-
vised stair -—- a very uncomfortablestair indeed. Climb-
ing up the stair, I land myselfin the verandah. The floor
of the house is made ofbamboo pieces, which have
been tied together to give the appearance of planks.
As I step on the bamboo floor, it creaks. A dog whines
in the verandah, and a hen which was in the verandah
rushes inside the house. The thatch is made of dried
and long grasses laid on a bamboo truss. The veran-
dah is about ten meters in width and five meters in
depth.

I As I enter into the main room from the verandah,
I realize that the entrance is a bit short and I have to

P [9] . i



bow down lest I should hit my head. The door frame is
very rudimentary. It is made of pleated bamboo strip
tied to the wall with ‘wire or rope. To shut the door, one
has to lift the frame and place it at the entrance.

The room is spacious, and rather dark. There is
no window. The bed, table, baskets and containers are
made of bamboo or wood. A few note books and text
books are lying on the table. The bed is neither clean
nor dirty. On one table in the room, a basketful of paddy
is kept besides the photograph of the deity of wealth
and prosperity. A few sickles and arrows are tucked in
the bamboo wall. Some clothings also hang from the
wall, so does the mosquito net and the creels.

The owner of the house is bedridden, and has
not eaten anything since the previous day. He has been
suffering from gastroentritis since some days back. One
elderly .man will perform some ritual the next day to
ascertain if the problem is due to some evil spirit. Tra-
ditional medicines and treatment are popular.

There is no school-in the village. Some of the
children do, however, attend the Government-run
school in the nearby village. The son of the erstwhile
village headman goes to an English medium Christian
missionary school, and may go to Shillong for further
studies if he continues to be good in studies. '

The other end of the main room of the house
opens into the kitchen. There is an earthen hearth fixed
to the floor. Wood is used as fuel. There are very few
utensils. The kitchen opens into a small balcony where
the utensils are washed. A few creepers of gourd have
climbed to the roof, and two biggish gourds are promi-

' ' - ilnj
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nently visible. From the balcony, a small kitchen gar-
den is visible where apart from creepers, there are
papaya, arecanut, tapioca, drumstick and banana
plants. In the yonder, there are pineapple and rubber
plantations on the slopes of the hillocks. These planta-
tions have the potential of bringing about a dramatic
improvement in the economy of the region.  

A middle aged lady is busy weaving "pachra“ on
the unpretentions and simple household loom.

, As I come out from the house, I Ieam that the
villagers have prepared lunch for me. People here eat
in the morning, at noon and atdusk, but not in the
night. Their food is very simple. They add pa lot of chilli
to the vegetable, but very little onion, salt or gamishings.
They are not known for their culinary skills. They are
non- vegetarian. Though some are "Baishnabs" who
do not eat meat, and would not eat food cooked by
those who are not "Baishnabs." g I .

The popularity of matriarchy is-on decline. Wom-
enfolk are generally veryconservative. They do not
talk to me directly. They are not well versed with Bengali
language like the menfolk. If they have to convey some-
thing to me, they do it through the menfolk, or discuss
among themselves so loudly that I hear them. How-
ever, elderly women are less conservative.

Even though the younger generation, has taken
to the modem clothings, members of the older gen-
eration stick to their traditional dresses. Womenfolk

/ .

wear silver ornaments in their neck, ear, nose, wrist,
arm and ankle. There are coins, cowries and beads in
in ornaments. These are relatively big and heavy. The

II 1]
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omaments are very conspicuous. _
The villagers face a lot of hardships. They live in

a difficult terrarin. The population is scattered very
sparsely. Civic amenities are very minimal. They are
poor. Nonetheless they are cheerful and happy. e

As I prepare to leave the village and bid adieu to
the villagers, I realize that they are keeping alive a tra-
dition, an ancient culture, an attitude to life. There has
been a sea change in the last few decades. Rule by
king has been replaced by democracy. The feudal hi-
erarchy of yesteryears have withered away. Popula-
tion has seen phenomenal growth. The plains, which
were once infested with wild animals, are densely popu-
lated. There has been social awareness and social
assertion. But the more we change, -the more we re-
main the same; I

Hope of a rosy future does not make life move
here. Desire to continue a tradition does. -
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AN.D-.FQLK_SONG

The tribal population of Tripura is divided in a
number of tribes and sub-tribes. Some of the tribes
and sub-tribes show similarities in language, beliefs or
customs. A large population of such tribes, including
Tripuris, live-in different parts of Bangladesh also.

Tripuri tribe is the most important tribe in the state.
In terms of population, they are the largest in number.
Historically, they are more advanced than some other
tribes — socially, culturally and politically. The royal
families belonged to this tribe. However, in recent past,
other tribes have also made significant progress.

"Flajmala", a book in verse form in Bengali Ian-
guage, is an important book on the state. It throws light
on the history of Tripura and its rulers as well as on
conflicts and struggles.  

The original folksongs given in this book are in
Kokborok language. Kokborok literally means "peoples'
language". It is the Iingua franca in the tribal areas in
the state. It is a language of the Bodo group. Kokborok
speaking tribes/sub-tribes are: (1) Tripuri, (2) Fliyang,
(3) Jamatiya, (4) Noatiya, (5) Flupini, (6) Koloi, (7) Ulsoi,
and (8) Murasing. However, different tribes / sub-tribes
speak different dialects of the language. It has been
recognized as the second official language of the state.

Like manyother tribal languages, Kokborok is a
spoken language, and does not appear to have script
of its own. It is usually written in Bengali script.

Tripuri folksongs are very old, and are popular in
the community. Tripuri culture is rich with folksongs.

I13]



These are based on old traditions, love, shifting culti-
vation, festivals, season, belief and superstition etc.
These are old songs which are still sung in their origi-
nal form, or with slight variations. The themes of the
songs appear anachronism now. Nevertheless, these
songs provide scintillating glimpses of the past. Peo-
ple still‘ sing the folksongs very enthusiastically. .

The folksongs are classified according to their
theme. Some of the important classifications are given
below:  '

(1) Jadukalija or Sarbang ': Based on love af-
fairs. I

(2) Ftese khagra : Based on plaintive mood
(3) Chamaritunmani: Sung by the bride's party

 to the bridegroom on his arrival. -
(4) Hamjuk Rahamani : Sung at the time of

brides departure for the house of her in-laws.
(5) Hachwog Kamani : Sung while passing

through hill tracts to fight fatigue. ,
(6) Kuchung Ha Sikam: Sung to urge people to

join the royal force.
(7) Owaing Khilimani: It is a song of lullaby.
(8) Mamita : It is sung during the havest of the

new crop. .
 . (9) Garia Rumani : It is sung during Garia festi-

val. '
(10) Langai Chabmani : It is sung at the time of

I swinging. - I
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(Note: Note the additional vowel 3T5 with matra 5, which is aspe-
cial vowel in Kokborok. Its pronuciation is between 3 and 3')
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(1) .rov or= AUTUMN
September harbingerst the onset of wintry days.

- If counted from today -
Just how far is winter away ?

Jhum huts rot in these autumnal days-
I15]



Jhum sites get back the youthful glaze.
Cotton flowerbuds eagerly sways.
Sesame and khumja flowers are plucked

And worn in these days.
Young folks indulge in merrymaking

And are very gay. 9

Note 1: The month of Bhadra (August - September) is the period of joy and
merry-making. The rainy season is almost over, and the chilly winter is
still a few weeks away. There is not much work in the jhum. It is also the
season of marriage.

Note 2: The climate of the region has undergone some change. Earlier, rainy and
winter were the main seasons. Now, the weather is generally hot, and
there is no sign of winter until late in November.

Note 3:Jhum hut, called “garing“ in Kokborok and "tongghar" in Bengali, is a
- temporary small hut. It is made of bamboo. and is located on the peak of

the hillock at jhum site. The cultivators stay there, and look after the
field. It is abandoned after the jhum cultivation.

llitll
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(2) AN UNFORTUNATE CHILD
A nestling has come from yonder, cute and sweet.
For it, survival is a difficult feat.
Its claws are too tender to glean and eat.
Its beaks are toq soft to peck and eat.
Its wings are too delicate to fly and eat.
The poor nestling, unfortunate yet sweet.

. I am a posthumous child. _
I was in nappies when mom died.
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1 Fate has -been so unkind!
_ ' I am orphan since when I was a child.

Since my infancy, I am without my dad.
Parental affection is unknown to me,
How sad ! I
In the fate written by Providence
Only misfortunes do I have ?  I

A man laments at his misfortune. The condition of this
wretched man is like that of an orphaned nestling which has to
surving against all odds and has to face many hardships.

Notetz There is a strong belief in the inevitability of fate. It is believed that one is
born with a fate, and must live through it. One blames the fate for the
hardship and distress.

Note 2: Kokborok word for fate is : 'Kwpal" which also means forehead. There
seems to be a belief that the fate is written inside the forehead.
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(3) DUTY TO PARENTS
It has been raining for days together

Just for of this shall we not take bath ?
There has been an altercation with parents
Just becuse of this shall we do fast ?r
‘Elderly father shivers like a kite bird, l
And keeps on donning the tattered shawl.
Elderly mother snugs like a cat, s

s And is drowsy by the fireside.
it parents become infirm,

i Can we afford to desert them ?
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Oh dear; why give them,
Pain in their hearts ?

Avoid their malevolence,
By not giving them pain in their hearts.

s We are duty bound to look after our parents when they are
old and infirm. There may be occasional altercation with them, but
that should not treated as an excuse to absolve our responsibili-
ties to them. -

Note 1: An old and infirm man wears shawl to ward off the chill. Such a man
. looks ugly and unkempt, especially when the shawl is dirty. The old man

looks bent and shivers in the cold. Such a man has been likened to an
ugly looking kite or vulture. .

Note 2: An old lady sleeps by the fireside in the comfort of its warmth. She has
been likened to a oat taking a nap by the fireside.
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- L (4).-ONSET OFJHUM,

By January -L end, itis like February - March,"
 Even the parrot cooes, for sure.

By February -end it is like March - April, V
A i , ' Myrtle" plant flowers no more. r
Khumake tree blooms in the forest i

A A And garia festival is at the door.
Vaisakha will come after Chaitra has gone.
Between the last day of Chaitra

§ Andseventh day of Vaisakha
Paddy seeds will be sown.

Sow guria paddy in the cold valley
Children find guria rice very lovely.

On the slope facing the east,
A A Sow mami vatalak paddy.

An unwise decision it may be
. To sow the inherited garu sukia paddy

A Because it does not give shoots in plenty.
On the hillock alike breast of hen ~
l shall set up the jhum hut. A
You are a lady, keep sowing the paddy.
Sow balsam seeds alongside the path,

. Also sow marigold seeds V
t Along with the balsam seeds.

Nete1: Garia is a tribal deity which corresponds to Ganesha. and is worshipped
before starting some important assignment. Garia festival is the most
important festival among the tribal people. It is observed between the
last day of Chaltra ("sena") and the seventh day of Vaisakha (“bwsar"].
The jhum cultivators sow paddy in this period.

Note 2: A hillock which is not very high or steep is preferred tor jhum cultivation.
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The shape of such a hillock is likened to the breast of a hen held upside
down.

Note 3: There are twelve months, in a year. Vaisakha (roughly mid-April to mid-
. May) is the first month of the year and Chaitra (roughly mid~March to r

mid- April) is the last month. The cultivators do different farming opera-
tion in different months. There is also a Tripura Era.

Note 4: Rice is the staple food in the region. There are different strains of paddy
depending on the climatic conditions in which they grow well and the use
of the grains for which these are suitable. '
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(5) JHUM
By mid-December; do the site selection;
Or, you won't find land suitable for cultivation.
By mid-January, clear vegetation at the site;
Or, the bamboo stems won ‘t dry.
By mid-April, set the dried vegetation ablaze;
Or; the weeds will create problems always.
Do sow the paddyby middle of May;
Or, grains don ‘f come well, people say.

Different operations of jhum farming are to be completed in
time. Jhum cultivation is done in the time-tested traditional man-
ner by following a rigid time schedule of activities.

Notei: in this book cultivation invariably refers to jhum cultivation (also called
shifting cultivation or slash-and burn cultivation). This is because they
did only jhum cultivation. However, now the tribal cultivators also prac-
tice settled cultivation.

Note 2: The relationship between Tripuri and English months is roughly as fol-
lows:

vaisakha : mid-April to mid - May
Jyestha O: mid-May to mid-June
Asadha 1 mid-June to mid-July
Sravan : mid-July to mid-August
Bhadra : mid-August to mid-October
Asvina : mid-September to mid-November
Kartlka : mid-October to mid-November
Agrahayana : mid-November to mid-December
Pausa : mid-December to mid-January
lvlagha : mid-January to mid-February
Phalguna : mid-February to mid-March '
Chaltra : mid-March to mid-April.
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(6) LOVE SINCE CHILDHOOD
Since when grass had started to grow long ago

Both of us have been living intimately.
Since when we used to play with sandicastle

Both of us have been living intimately.
Making toy pots from broken wares, '

Making toy pots from nutshells,
In mother's benign closeness,  

We children have grown up playingly.
Now we have attained adulthood
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A You are an adult, and I am too.
lt behooves us to work for our livelihood. A

Note: A boy and a giflhave been living together since childhood. Maybe they
_ were married in their childhood under child marriage system.
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(7) BUMPEFI CHOP .
Paddy of Mami and thutro strains,

I Which we inherited from parents,
A Have yielded bumper crop.  

. lt is hard to finish reaping it off.
i It is hard to gather paddy grains, g L
“ Scattered on the ground which remain.

Wild parrot encircles the jhum, _
But there is no time to scare it away. .

 l can see a ripe gourd,
' But there is no time to pluck it anyway.
As man, I have to go here and there,
. l cannot give you lady company.
Kali's mother"will work as a laborer;

For a wage of seven kg paddy daily.
' Daya’s mother will work as a laborer,

For a wage of four rupees daily.

Notet: The reapers shear and collect only the ears of the paddy. The straw is
left in the field. The paddy is husked in "wooden mortar. ' '

1| .

Note 2: Katha is a measure of grains, and equals about seven kilograms.

_ Note 3: in Kokborok, the number system is slightly complicated. While some
.- - . [27]



people use a system with ten as radix, others use twenty as the radix.
That is in the first system, 65 becomes “six tens and five", but in the
other system it becomes "three scores and five". Generally, a prefix is
attached to the number depending on the object it is used to quantify.
(It is also popular to use Bengali words for the numbers instead.)
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(8) SWEET OLD DAYS
ln olden days, when our ancestors did cultivation,

If one man worked, it was enough for two persons.
Friends, it calls for an introspection.

Soft dryfish was only two annas a seer!
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What food we oldies did not enjoy i
Beauty, pleasure —- anything you say, -  
What things we oldies did not enjoy!

Scarcity, underproductivity, hardships and inflation
Present hard time calls for an introspection.

Bygone days appear very happy days. Things were very
cheap and affordable. Even the productivity of the land appears to
be more then. But the present time is full of hardships.

I

Note 1: Earlier, land suitable for jhum cultivation was easily available. However,
now with the increasing pressure of population on land, suitable land is
hard to find. The land remain fallow for fewer years and cannot regain
the fertility. » , -

Note 2: Dryfish is used as an ingredient in preparation of delicacies, curries and

chutneys.
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(9) FIESOLVE TO WORK HARD
September is followed by wintry days.
If counted from middle of September, t l

9 .Just how far is winter away .
The sun of September is scorching like ember.
But both of us will have to toil together: »
Our sweat will drop on the earth.
Buf we will have to finish the work.
It we do not strive,

i To finish the works in time
How can the family survive
ln the ensuing year long time ?
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no) sweet PAlN=.OF CULTIVATION
The bird makes melodious recitation
Of our forefathers tradition. .
On hillock alike breast of a hen.
With old chopper sharp like bird's claw in hand, T
With turban on head and towel round the loin, r
ln this fashion we have to do cultivation.
Maho'ut‘s spear hitting p3d§lr\{d9l'm gives sweetly pain-
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ful sensation
Likewise, its sweetly painful to do cultivation,
In our forefathers tradition.
We don ‘t feel tired at all while working. A
But in a shadow while relaxing,
We find that it is very tiring. - V
The bird makes melodious recitation
Of our forefathers tradition. . _
Mahout's spear hitting pachyderm gives sweetly pain-
ful sensation
Oh my dear; this is the revelation. T
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(11) CULTIVATION AS SUSTENANCE
With a bumper crop, the cold valley is replete.
lt looks graceful when two persons reap.
Does it look good when a lonely person reaps ?
Oh.dear:
The ears of paddy sway majestically.
Parrots are eating them freely.
Ears of paddy are falling droopingly.
We will have to finish reaping quickly.
After collecting the golden paddy grains, '
lt should be stored carefully.
Or else, what shall we eat in days ahead
We must ponder thoughtfully ?
Oh dear: '
Because of your laziness and inaction.
The family is on the brink of doom.
In order to keep the barn full,
Heart and soul, you must do jhum
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(12) THE FIRST CROP
Oh dear; in ourjhum, .
We have sown paddy ‘in May,
Did first weeding in June. A
W5 did second weeding later on.

" ' in the valley, the corn in abloom.
_ln the kitchen garden, gourd has grown.

' " Thaichumu" fruit in ripe in the jhum. L
After performing "bale" worship,

_ Atop hillock on the southem tip, g
We will fetch basketful of new crop
From the jhum strip. A

. lfparents are alive A _ S
A After sending some crop to them,

ANew crop of the newjhum will eaten.

I P Note 1: The ritual of Bate worship is performed before eating the first crop of
the new season. A A

Note 2: The pannierused by the jhum cultivators to carry fruit etc is calld langa.‘
_ It is carried on the back,.and hangs from the forehead like the basket

used by workers in tea gardens. P _ .
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(13) WITH AND WITHOUT PARENTS
Tarkangma bird hovers over the jhum.
Crop in the field, it wants to consume.
Mother strikes the bamboo strip,
To scare away akwta parrot.

' ‘Taksi parrort hovers over the hut
And aims at eating the millet.
Father strikes the thatch
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To scare away the parrot.
:\lr:ilr-

Alone, without parents, to the jhum I came.
So while plucking bamboo sprout and stem,

be Tears drop down in yearning for them,
Like dewdrops abounding on the bud of bamboo stern.
Tears come to my eyes in profusion.

I.

A girl has gone to jhum field alone. She has gone there to
collect some vegetables. However she feels helpless because she
is alone. '

;

Note 1: There are two types of parrorts: Atwka and taksi. They differ slightly in
the size of their necks and color of their beaks. They differ slightly in
their eating habits also.

Note 2: “Vathap", which has been called "bamboo strip‘ in the third line, is a halt
split bamboo. A number of such bamboos are erected in the jhum field.
These are connected with along rope, the other end being tied to a post

3 of the jhum hut. When the rope is pulled, a fluttering sound ls made
" which scares away the birds from the field.

Note 3: Bamboo is popularly eaten as vegetable. The sprouts of bamboo and
the buds of its stem are eaten.

Note 4: In this densely forested region, it if foggy in the winter. There are plenty
of dewdrops too. -
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(14) JOY OF LIVING '
Get up early -
And go to the ghat, oh dear.
Get some sacred water from there.
Bum incense at the front door and at rear.
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This will please goddess Lakshmi, my dear
Cook rice in the small dixie.
Prepare chutney of hot chilll.
From dry fish, prepare gravy.
And let us eat it, shall we ?
When the rain comes the next year round
With branches the cotton plant will abound
Working together heart and soul,
We will dance with happiness.
While toiling for livelihood,
We won ‘t show any laziness.
Oh dear - lady of magnetic looks l ,

Note 1: Ghat refers to a platform near the source of water, such as a pond The
platform may be made of stone, wood or bamboo People bathe ll‘l the
ghat, and also fetch water from there.

or meat is
also taken

_Note 2: Cooked rice is the staple food in the region. Curry of any vegetable fish
also taken. Very hot chutney of chilli, bamboo or drylish IS
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(15) CHARM OF JHUM
Oh dear; standing at the northern door;
The work in jhum gets me bore.
But at home, there is an unending chore.
in the months of August-September."
Over the paddy crop, doves hover,
Paddy grains, tarkangma birds gather.
Dove eats up the paddy with such a charm,
As if it has been engaged for it in the farm.
Tobsi parrot goes for the ears of paddy.
Akwta parrot goes for the ripened paddy.

' They wait for sesame to get ripe.
As they ferret out seeds ofpaddy, "
The flock of doves makes the forest look hoary.
Even more than tubsi and sil birds,
Dove is naughty.
Oh sweet lady l
In the winter when it is foggy.
We feel very lazy.

Like the noise of the loom, takfuval bird twltters.
A When it is foggy in the winter;

We may be overcome with languor.
Oh embodiment of goddess Lakshmi i
You are fragrant even without any flower!

Note : A lady is endearingly likened to Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth and
l'4ll ‘
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prosperity. She is also called "nagar bana" or dweller of the town SIQHI
tying sophistication and suavity. She is also called fragrant

l
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(16) SELF-RELIANCE
There is no better occupation
Than cultivation.
We are illiterate people
We won ‘t get food without physical exertion.
The new jhum is abloom
Lrke_ Khumtakya flowerat daybreak which blooms.
While the land-held flaming torch thrives
At crossing the plain we must strive.
While parents are still alive
At standing on our feet we must strive.
For the nest of hari berangja bird
We have to go to the camphor tree.
Likewise, when we make mistakes
Then for solution
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We shall go to the parents, _shan't we ?  
Statements of goddess Lakshmi-like mother
And teachings of good like father.
We ought to always remember. i
The gurgitating stream has a growth of leafy tubers.
Bank of waterfall has a growth of Khumtu flowers.
Teachings of parents we ought to remember.

Note 1: Cultivation is called "taangwi ohaamaeni" literally meaning "to eat by
working hard.“ ‘ _

I~_lote2: In olden days. the plains and valleys were densely forested and infested
with wild animals. People lived on the hills. Hence people tried to cross

. the plains and valleys very quickly. (However now plains are densely
populated.) V . _
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(17) DUTY TO OUFI PARENTS
The dim sun of the dusk or the moon's bright rays.
After carrying us in wombs for ten months ten days
Our mothers have born us, people say.
They slept on the bed wetted by us.
Gave us dry bed; and looked after us thus.
Breastfeeding blood turned-milk to us _
They have looked after us. B
Occasionally, when we were rabid with fever.
They were by our side to take care.
Why are gourds grown ontrellis
If not for us to eat ?
Why do parents rear fair girls
lf not to reduce their hardships ?
Elderly mother's body is
Becoming bent like a cat.
Elderly father swoons like a vulture
In his tat.
ls it good that that we don't look after them ? _
In the forest, takula bird howls
Likewise mother shouts in the home.
Bamboo frame provides strength to the thatch
Likewise, for the home, father is important.
Elderly mother may howl
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But it should not make us angry.
Elderly fa ter may harp  
But it should not make us angry.
After the death of parents
One may face the starvation gloom.
Others have seen, others have known
One may face starvation and gloom.
So, parent is carping if you even find.
Then do not lose the cool of your mind.

Note 1: There is a belief that the human embryo remains in the womb for ten
months and ten days.

Note 2: There is a reference to chamari kaimani system of marriage in which
the bridegroom comes to the house of the birde, lives there, and looks
after the bride and her parents. Parents rear a daughter so that she T
may bring a laborious husband who will help them.
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(18)LOVE IN JHUM FIELD
llllami vatalak is father's favorite rice.
Mai chikan which is so nice

ls mother's favorite rice.
All around the hut

As per mother's advice
Father has sown her favorite rice. i
ln the garden mom has sown '
Vegetables as per father's advice.
Regarding gourds growing in the jhum,
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Flowers will be worn, fruits will be consumed.
After the major harvest of September
Cultivators will be back only several days after.
But if coming back is delayed too much
Yellow disease will have attacked the plants as
such; A  
Cotton will have developed yellow patch '
And young dears will have
Eaten the entire jhum stretch.

The Ganges and other rivers are getting dry.
During Durga festival, we eat mutton gravy and fry.
You are angry with me, but why ?

lcould not be with you for a while, that's why ?
Fiings look graceful in the finger. O .
l-won ‘t leave you until my death..
You should become the kings servant;
lshall become his maid.
Wherever theblood of your throat drops.  
Mine will drop too. r
My eyes do wink ; ~ t - ,r -
But l have a desire to keep staring at you.
Clothes do become barrier g
But lhave a desire to lie alongside you. g I
Until the final day when l am dead, I
Until on my pyre the final logs have been laid, A
Until the crematory rituals have been completed,

Darling, lshall not leave you. .

Thetlrst halt of the son seems to have been addressed b"9 ll,
the son to his parents who are very much in love with each other.
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However, the second half is addressed by the wile to her hus-
band. -

Note 1: The festival of Durga, called "asaani rnwtai" in Kokborok, was not a
popular festival among the people. However, the festival was observed
since long ago by the royal family and the chiettains.

Note 2: Dead bodies are disposed either by cremation or by burial. There are
rituals associated with cremation.

Note 3: Probably, the word "l<harachi' refers to castrated goat whose meat is
eaten. There is a festival called "Kharachi puia“, in which the fourteen
gods drank blood. Earlier humans were also sacrificed, now only birds
and animals are sacrificed.
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(19) BLISSFULL LIFE
Bamboo sprouts in April.
Mother spins thread in a reel.
Oh dear: -L V A A
Father smoothens the cane ;
Egg is laid by the black hen.
Oh dear:
‘The cloud has blackened the sky ; S l
Living with near and dear ones
ls such a blissful life. i
Oh dear :
Thereafter if l adjust with my partner;
lt will be a blissful life.  -Y S '
We shall be inseparable like fish from water.
Oh dear : _ , V
Living with my life partner. A
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(20) NUPTIAL TIME
ln October or round about,
When the kite makes wistful shout,

y And mustard seeds sprout,
It is time for parent to send out,
Proposal for his son ‘s marriage

As Dharma clock near the palace strikes aloud.

For the marriage, if mother is unwilling
Approach god-like father who may be willing.
But if, for it the father is unwilling
Approach goddess-like mother who may be willing.

The month of Asvina or September-October is the month of mar-
nage. t w
Note : Father has been likened to Kaithar, or god of fortune and creation. Mother

has been likened to Prajapati, or goddess of fortune and creation.
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(21) wr-urmc. FOR WHAT tr
Bangdrag insects ofbamboo sprouts have flown away.
For what is then, the bird of prey waiting there ?
Sil bird has devoured the cowpea of the jhum

ln the next year; what will be sown ?
Fied khumchak flower ofjhum blooming here;
ls it waiting to get grazed by the deer ?
Unmarried adult of the mother's family:
Is he waiting to marry a widowed lady ?
His contemporaries have setup their families.
Think over it deeply.
Note : Young ladies do not prefer to marry an aged man. Such a ma

though unmarried, has to marry a widow or a divorcee.
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(22) DESIRE TO GET THE BEST
I must get the hide of a beautiful deer;
l won ‘t use anyother hide in the loom this year.
I must marry a healthy man,
Looking beautifullike a brahman;
Or; l shall simply marry none.
l must get deer-like goodly goats;
Or; l won't rear goat at all.
Unless I get tasty Tamsa-like fowl, _
I won ‘t rear fowl at all. A
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Hide of animal is used in the backstrap of the light handloorn
used by the people.

Brahman possibly refers toe Bengali man belonging to
Brahman caste. The tribal people had a great regard for
Bengalis. Bengali was the official language of the royal
court. Bengalis were considered culturallyand intellectu-
ally advanced. A -Bengali was thought to be fair complex-
ioned, beautiful, tall, strong and healthy person. (Now,
however, the ethnic divide between Bengalis and tribal
people is an importangt socio,-political factor in the state.)
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(23) WAITING FOR THE DEAFI I
After May, now it is June.
Tender paddy plants are fluffy in the jhum.
ln the sky, flying clouds can be seen. ,
But l am anxious from within.. '
We have finished the second weeding.
Under paddy plants, gourd is ripening. -
My darling has gone away, when will he be retuming,
So that ll may eat together with my darling ?
lam anxious from within.
Over the jhum hut on the hill,
Mild southern wind is blowing.
lt is raining pitapat. '
He is not at home, l am anxious for that.
With whom am l conversing in my heart ?

The month of Ashadha, roughly mid—June to mid-July, is the month
of rain. It is atso the month when amorous feelings run high in the heart of
the lovers. -

A Note that the lady is waiting for her husband to retum. Then only
she will eat with her husband.
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(24) TO DEAR UNCLE “
lt has been drizzling continuously.
So, the path to the ghat is slippery
How can l fetch water alone ?

_ Dear uncle. please give me company.
Way to the ghat on the hill ‘ ,
Passes through terrains steep and scary.
What ifl skid from there ?
Dear uncle, please give me company.
Evan wild elephants and big tigers

I Are there reportedly.
. [SB I



l feel scared in going alone
Dear uncle, please give me company.

Note : A youngster addresses his uncle as "baabubujan" in informal conversasion.
In reply, the uncle also addresses the youngster as : "baabujaan."
Similarly, a young girl addresses her aunt as "maaija-an" and vice versa.
In Begal also, the words "mas" (mother) and "baabaa“ (father) are used
informally to address a young girl and a young boy respectively.
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/ (25) RECOLLECTION or AN OLD LOVE
i lt is a moonlit night, and l stroll alone
i Reminiscing the memories of days bygone.

Tears trickle down my eyes. A
"‘A’.'.
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. As l hear your sweet voice, A
The flow of tear intensifies. ' L
May be that is why l could not see you.
Come closer, my sweetheart-
Let us open up our hearts.
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(26) QUESTIONS ON THE HAMAYANA   
Discarding the lavish floral wreath,  
Why did Lord Fiama put on ascetic rudraksha wreath ?
Discarding, the resplendent royal dress, *
Giving up the comforts of the palace,
For what misfortune, lpray,  i
In the forest, Fiama had to stay ?
For what misfortune, l pray,
While giving the golden deer a chase,
Such a grief Fiama had to face ? I A
For what misfortune had -
Sita to be kidnapped?
Even after the boon of being safe,
From the god of death,
Why did Fiavana meet with death ?
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(27)?ANSWERS ON THE) FIAMAYANA
Floral wreath is of whatsignificance,  
_When rudraksha wreath has more importance ?
ForAhappin_ess of Kaikeyi, younger mother,
ln the forest Lord Flama had to wander. '
ln order tofulfill the commands of his dad,
The royal dress he discarded, * y
And clothes of barkhe embraced.
ln order to satisfy Sita, the ideal wife, -
During the hunting strife, .
Whilechasing the deer in the vast jungle,
Fiama got into the trouble. A
Sita was kidnapped for the reason,  ,
Of crossing the contour drawn by Lakshman.
For the crime of kidnapping Sita, ideal wife
Fiavana had to die. . A
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(28) MY DEAR‘ IS BEAUTIFUL A I _
Last night, maybe there) was a gusty wind.  

A That is why the portico looks broom-cleaned.
Wreaths and bouquets adorn the door  I
Darling has come home this dawn, for sure ! ' "
My darling is the most fascinating man. ~ j
Even  without applying oil, his skin looks smooth.
Even without wearing flower; he smells so good.
ldol of Durga looks good from frontside.   I
But my darling looks good from all sides. y  
While sitting, he looks like a trunk lying flat; ,
While standing he looks like a gun standing slant.
My darling - , <  A - ‘ A   

He is the most fascinating man.  
Look at his eyes; aren't they beautiful, g l
Eyes like that of a_ Bengali, non;-‘tribal ?
Look at his finger, isn-‘t Ait sheen,
Finger like pod of a bean ? r l

. l- -

Note 1 : . Possibly the boy has come to his would be in-law's house for the
mandatory probation before marriage under chamarl kaimani system

. A of marriage. The girl feels very-thrilled about it. , - _

Note 2: In this song and some Aothersongs, it is found that beauty and chann of
Y one‘s appearance from "sideways and even from -behind are also ap-

. preciated. ' . I
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(29) SEASON OF LOVE
This is October; friends, ladies and gentelmen.
Ponder over the current season.
Now the jhum huts get fungal attack. I
Cobwebs crowd the bushy path._
Ponder over it, ladies and gentelmen.
Such is the current season.
On hearing the thunderclap
We become anxious in our hearts.-
Amorous mist of the winter
Makes young ones of the family
Yeam for their sweethearts. ~
Shrill cry of the kite up in the sky
Makes one anxious from inside. _

f - .

When the guests enter the porlico, Q
The girl flees inside, leaving the loom there, lo t
The yellow insects swarm the cotton.
lt is time for it to ripen. _
Keeping the pitcher on the bank of thestream,
The widow is lost in daydream. .
Now, the bamboo buds bloom
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As tear and snot drop down.
Such is the current season.
While paddy is getting sunned,
Occasionally the clouds
Cover the sun.
Young girl's bosom
ls full of '
Fluffy emotion. A

Note : The guests have come with the marriage proposal for the girl. They are
representing the bridegroom's side. The girl feels shy and enters the
house hurriedly, leaving the loom outside. A
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(30) MILD LOVE
Playing with the cop which is black,
My darling, you look dark.
Playin%with the cop which is red.

1

My da ng, you look red.
Playing with the cop which is white,
My darling, youlook bright. I  
Why do you mind ifl call you fair ?
Endearingly l call you fair;
Why do youmind ifl call you red ?
Endearingly l call you red. A
Why do you mind ifl call you dark ?
Endearingly l call you dark.
Love and affection are till we are alive
After we pass away, it will be all gone.
Lying flat like the grindingstone, '
We go to sleep, unknown.  
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(31) THE YEAR COMES ROUND
 Winter is over —- now it is summer. .
Leaving behind the lifestyle of winter,
We adopt that of the summer.
Taskuma bird has started to twitter.
By faskuma bird's twitter  

- ' You can say if it is winter
. Or it is already over. ‘ .

- Cackling of the fowl '
_ . [69] .
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Fills the heart with joyous sound.
On muibali tree bythe ghat ' A
Janijarg bird's chirps resound.
The year has comeround.
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(32) FRAGRANT PHALG UNA I  
_ Till the myrtle flower is still there, _ 5

 Phalguna month, please donft go away.
' In the forest, there is a waft of fragrance

From the myrtleinflorescence. ' I I
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The entire forest which -is in youthfulness
Appear to be emitting the fragrance.
Scented oil kept in the bedroom
Fills the entire room with perfume.
The fragrance of myrtle inflorescence -
F!//S my heart with ebullience.
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(33) BAD LUCK
Oh deai:

 What has the providence
Written as fate in my forehead ? ‘
If l could break it open, " _
l would have opened.
lf my lifestory could be read
l would have read.
How do l know if there are
More hardships in my fate ?

At birth we were two of us.
But one is already dead.
Oh my unlucky fate !
How bad luck it is that
We got separated!
lt is not fault of either of my parents.
lt is the fault of my fate.
Only insults l have to pocket.

1

Note : The world is pre-determinate. 0ne's lifestory has been likened te the epic
oi the Mahabharata. Just as the Mahabharata can be read, so can be
the fate.
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(34) SEASON TO YEARN
When the cowpea of the jhum is abloom,
One yearns for the lovely sil bird of the jhum;
One yearns for the sweet darling.
While living with parents intimately,  
Like shadow inseparable from the body,
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We never yearn for anybody. r
But between the summer and the winter;
We cannot help yearning.
Stimulating shrill of the kite above
Will compel you into yearning L
Even if it is not for your parents you are yearning
You cannot help longing for the darling.

, 1
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(35) FRESHNESS OF THE NEW YEAH-
By the end of April, May is around
The year has come round.
In the fresh rain of the new season,
Fleshy buds open up in profusion.
The flower which is whitish and smells sweet
ls Khumtaksa flower, is not it ? -
If there were stalk in this flower so dear
l would have worn it in my ear.
Because of curse of which god
Stalk you have not got?
As we watch it, will it get seared ?
As we pluck it, will its scent have disappeared ?
lf this beautiful flower
Had the stalks S
l would have worn it

And enjoyed the togetherness.
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(36) HARVEST SEASON
lt is August- end
After which it gets chilly.
All around, it is misty. '

 lt is time for a lot of activities,
A Tabsi bird devours mami halab paddy;

When shall we reap it ?
V Oh sister, let us cooperate t

To finish reaping quickly. A
' After August, September will come.
' Then as soon as Durga festival ends -
Lakshmi festival will have begun.

Note : There is a reference to cooperative farming involving community-based

labor but individual ownership.
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(gt) DEATH AND RE-BIRTH
The cycle of birth and death
is eternal and endless. % _
Through death, birth and death
its body, the soul changes
And forward it surges.
The cycle of birth and death
Why does it make you afraid ?

4..

Note : This song re-iterates the theory of life and death as enun
oiated in the Gite.
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(as) SANNYASI , S
The chopper in hand has got worn out:
Tell me the path to the temple. .
The. shawl on the body has got soiled:
Where does the washerman live ? -
The hair onthe head has got scruffy A
Where does the oilman live ?

Note : After leading a mundane life, one seeks solace in divine
T grace in the twilight years of one's life.
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(39) DUTY TOA AGED PARENTS i g  
Just like thegolden raindrops r A T ;
Lash mother earth," A T T
Love between the parents. _ - L L
Has created us.; it    A g at
After being in the womb for ten months T
We came into the world, A-thus. N 1 t g
in a manner unabashed, A g __ gr T A V
Withtheir lovely breasts, mothers breastfed us. l O
Mothers have'nurturedus thus. T A A
They slept on the wetted bed, gave dry bed to us. A
Eating less themselves, they fed us. A A g
Mothers have nurtured us thus. . i-  T 7 A
ignoring the work of the jhum, A A O  _ T
To look. after me, father was at home. g g  
Attacked with fever, when we shivered like bear A
That we may die was father's fear.  , i . _
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Look, how much concerned they were.
Oh lucky lady, -  - ' L
Aged father cannot work like in his youthful days.
Father is becoming -senescent day by day.
Mother is becoming senescent day by day.
Just as parents looked after us, .
We shall look after them thus.
in order to placate the two,  .
Put bhati pot on stove to brew.
Father goes in tantrums like leaves of lairu.

, In such as situation you should
Offer him beer which is so good.
When mother is in angry mood,
Get fermentation of rice done,
And let her drink as much as she would.
This will make her cool.
Note 1-. Laini leaf curls after it is plucked. This teat is used in cooking. Rice etc

are tied in this leaf. and them cooked by coiling.
I

Note 2: .-"1.t-coinoi is consumed openly in most SOClEll occasions. it is cttered to
guests and seniors. it is even used |t"l worship. _
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(40) TRADITIONAL APPROACH '
Leeches and mosquitoes infest Manguram valley  
Beautiful khumpui flowers decorate Rasu valley. T
lf we follow the age-old tradition, ‘
We have to ponder at every twist and turn.
Come, let us follow the age old tradition. _
Year after year; .  A
Lampra vathap worship has been done, T
The way legendary Subrai Raja had had it begun.
Come let us follow that age-old tradition. '
On the basis of Subrai Raja's proposition,
Regional head Kami Kusuk set up a habitation.
There were six score and six houses
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And as many children.
Come, let us follow the age-old tradition.

Note1: In this hot and humid region, mosquitoes and leeches swarm the valley.

Note2: A habitation with 126 families is considered a very big and populous habi-
- tation. Ordinarily, a habitation has ‘much fewer families.

Note 3: Subrai Raia is a legendary figure. It is believed that Subrai and Hangrai
were two brothers. Subrai was a simple and straigthtorward man but
was epicurean in nature. Hangrai on the other hand, was a teetotaler
but sophisticated. There was a fight between Subrai and Hangrai over
control of territory. Subrai created the hills by throwing the shuttles of the
loom. Thereafter, Subrai ruled the hills and Hangrai the plains. Subrai
is considered the founder of Tripuri tribe and Tripuri culture. He is also
credited with the discovery of 108 medicinal herbs. _

Note 4: Kami Kusuk is the regional head among Tripuris. The region comprises a
number of villages. O

Note 5: Lampra means junction of paths, which is supposed to be haunted by
spirits. Vathap means bamboo. In Larnpra Vathap the two deities viz
Akhatra and Bikhatra are worshipped in the form of bamboo at the junc-
tion of paths. Lampra Vathap worship is done on many occasions.
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(41) BEAUTY OF NATURE  
The lhum slope resembles tortoises back.  .
The resemblance is so exact.  
The slope of the hill is medium and undulating
lt bears a close resemblance to your walking. .
Khuntakya flower bloommgh dear,
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Kissing the earth from so near;
After the first rain of the new year.
You have the flower in your ear,
Which smells so good from the rear:
Oh dear; you are wheatish like the soil A
It resembles the color of jhum so well. y g
Oh dear, tepreng bird resembles burned stumps of
bamboo. v
The activities of tepreng
You must know.
in a playful manner
lt disturbs the crow. - T
Oh dear, you ask me to construct the hut,
Before sowing the paddy seeds.
lfl setup the jhum hut
Facing west on the southern terrain, it
Will it withstand storm and rain ?
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(42) JHUM BY A enoorvr A
Oh dear, dried vegetation ofjhum was burned in March.
The stumps have burned completely into ash. T

r Next day, to the jhum-site, lshall dash.
lshall gather the seeds .

A Of last year which we hadstashed.
_ ln the first rain of the year, A W  

P % Thenew burned jhum site smells so fresh.
' I hear the crow of wildfowl  

Which makes me refresh. - _
Oh dear, while working in the jhum

.. l recall the carefree days of childhood.
Dear, ‘l have a youths bosom T
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in my family, l am a man grown.
i in your family, lam a groom.

l have a youth's bosom.

Note : This song is sung by a prospective bridegroom still on probation in chamari
kaimani system of marriage.
When the raindrops tall in the newly burned jhum site, it emits a smell of
freshness. A
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(43) WHAT TO DO IN JHUM ' T
Here is the new year and the new rain.
Maybe it has softened the terrain.
Oh dear; we shall have to work,
ln our forefather's tradition. I
in these days —
The next day, after getting up to the jhum
l shall head. i
What shall be sown there ? .
Oh dear i At first, we shall sow maigrasa paddy
Which grows early.
After sowing maigrasa paddy
Next, what it should be ?
Oh dear; we shall do cultivation
ln our forefather's tradition.
Do the introspection. -
You are male, broom firebreak on jhum contour.
I am female, I shall make tiny baskets from bam-
boo. i
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After brooming the jhum contour
‘Demarcate path to the village from the jhum.

Note: The jhum field isdivided into a raw domains. There are clean strips
between the domains. These strips work like tirebreak and save the crop
from possible damage due to tire in one of-the domains.
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(441 TO MY YOUNG LADY
At the sunset  
if I could give you trouble
Of plucking the vegetables
in the afternoon T
lf ll could
Urge you to cook me food.
At thesunset "
lfl could make a request
To you from jhum to lead me back.
The south-eastern sky is
Dark and cloudy. A
The young lady _
Does not know where not to
And where to sow paddy. T
The fledgling lady walks and scatters floral seeds
From her tiny basket full of seeds. i '

r Takula bird tries to chirp at her
And tries to tease. - A '
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(45) IN PRAISE OF PARENTS
Mother is bigger than the earth, .
Father higher than the sky
Mother is paddy plant, father cotton plant nigh.
Mother is goddessTLakshmi, father god.
Basil grows near the hut's stairs.
ln this house parents are masters.
My goddess Lakshmi mother;
Golden Lakshmi with face glowing and bright.
My goddess Lakshmi like mother;
She does not need light at night.
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(46) -SEND0FF.T°TiB3.ll9E»T -  T .
(Bride speaksto parents}, F _

improvising sto.v€?,TTTthe~Tifish..skuII. ,   
Parents have led lives sosimple and humble.
Parents are on the ground, I am on the palanquin
It is because the parents ihavebeen so kind.

(Motherspeaks to the bJr_ide),_.
Left over boney pieces in the pan

r -_-.- - --. - _.

Will that be the r<>@¢r_t>r the bride ?  i A“
Burned rice at the bottom in the-'unteTnsi'l _
Will that be the food of ihe bride yo ,
While living with us A ' Z A A
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You had no ring in the finger, right ‘.7
At the in-Iaw‘s place. you will wear gold.
At our place, you ate vegetable spiceless insipid
At the in-law's place. mayyou have sumptuous food.
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(47) READY TO FACE INEVITABLE
 Looking upward, the cro-whas flown

Fate is inevitable, it is known.
With bow of tender brittle stalk
To face the inevitable, '
I am ready in my heart.
I have thought over it in my heart.
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Note : There appears to be a strong belief that heart is associated with the
thought process. One is supposed to think in one's heart, or think from
one's heart.
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(48) FLORAL INCLINATION OF GODS
Seven types of flowers are there in seven bunches
Which one is for which god or goddess ?
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Sunflower growing in the garden
ls for the worship of god sun.
Sandhya malati in the evening which bloom
ls to be offered to god moon.
Whitish lotus in the pond which is grown
With this goddess Lakshmi will be adorned.
In the garden grows Karabi flower
This is for the worship of mother.
In the garden grows krishnachura
This is for the worship of Lord Krishna.
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(49) URGING HUSBAND TO WORKHARDER
If we work sluggishly like last year; ‘
We shall be called lazy. oh dear. it
If we work only perfunctorily
Doomed will be our family.
Others have selected the new jhum sites,
Have you selected the site T?
Only after second weeding of December,
Will we take up the work of hut. repair.
Oh dear.
The hillock alike breast of a hen
To which the river adjoin . I - -_
And nearby has a confluence point.
With waterfalls on both the sides
For paddy, it is the suitable site.
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(50) JOY OF 3PR|NG %  %
Oh dear! ‘ 1*
As February en 1:15. March foIIO'ws;r
And vernal w:'m" blows? __ '--_' _%
The whiff of w;"r1aI wind .
Makes m_vm‘¢+ mwind. L 1
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Myrtle is so fragrant:
It gives joy to my heart.
Only a few days are left in February;
Setting jhum jungle afire, busy we shall be.
Lo, March has come leaping!
Quickly finish the domestic loom weaving
Of the cloth since year-end which you are doing.
Chaatak resembles masuya bird.
ln March, it is looking for drops of rain.
Does not chaatak signify that it is March again ?
lt is already rainy season.
Those living as per tradition
Will be found busy with jhum cultivation.

Note : It is beiieved that chaatak (or, papiha, pied cuckoo) bird looks upward in
hope of drops of rain, and lives on rain-drops of autumn asterisrn svaati.
Weaving is done in leisure time. It should not be done during busy agri-
cultural season.
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(51) LOOKING FOR A HUSBAND
To maintain the family for the long year,
A husband is essential, my dear.
We shall have to follow
Tradition and footprints of our parents.
There has to be a husband
To maintain the family like our parents.
l could not set up my family.
But the year is flying away.
What is there in my fate ?
l cannot say.
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<52) J'OYki-WITH-~FRlEND= *   T
The ‘flower blooming -on the waterfall banks
Emits so much of fragrance I i 1
To pluck the flower all alone, -  T -
l develop reluctance ' W T
With whom should l  "
Pluck the flower blooming on the banks ?
Should l try someone contemporary s
Of the village to accompany me r? r
The entire stream is imbued with its perfume.
To pluck the flower, l should go with whom ?

l
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(53) LIVING WITHOUT WORRIES
Oh little one i To lull you to sleep as l hum,
Songs come to my tongue.
As l feed you cooked rice, lo l
Down my throat of few morsels go.
Occasionally we have to eat
Meat of snail and green leaves.
Why do you mind these ?
lf the chirps appear to tease,
Why do you mind these ?
Leave behind domestic worries at the doorstep.
Let worries of jhum hang by stumps on jhum step.
Put out the hearth ‘s flame in the hearth.
We have to lead life thus.
Among vegetables
Puitha gourd is extremely wicked.
Growing puitha instead ofjhinga gourd
ls never preferred.
Whether it is dusk, if you have doubt ever
Look at the jhinga flower.
its fruit is eaten, flower worn;
And can be used in judging when the dusk is gone.
As a good source of nutrition jhinga is known.
Among the flowers
Hangra is extremely wicked. -
At the dusk only buds are there.
By the dawn, they are on ground scattered.
ls not hangra extremely wicked ?
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(54) READY FOR NEW SEASON VOh dean L. . _. y -
Myrtle has stopped bloorning. T A
Wild Khumake flowers abound. . e 1
The year has come round. _ V. __ O. .
Cackle of the wildfowl is audible at ‘dawn.
The season for jhum isaround. .
Get up early, cook rice and C_‘Ul'I],( z a .
And to the new jhum let us %_h_urry.g. __ _
Seeds of vegetables if ’ “
Inherited from mother won't you sow A?
Look of beautifully burned jhum in March.
Doesn't it fill us with joyand take away sorrow ?
The works left unfinished by’ father ‘ "
To remain half-done,-2-shall: we-allow ?' -
lt takes two persons to work in tandem
To catch fish by draining off a pool. H V V
With old chopper inhand sharp like ‘claw ‘
We shall do cultivation for livelihood. ~
Do not go to bed when it is h_a_rdly.evening.
Let us work together. _ _. L . _
Don ‘t while away the ‘mornings. by A A
Let us look after mother. .let‘s lookafter father.
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(55) A WRETCHED MAN
Friends, lam my mother's humble child.
l am my father's only child. - A
With only misfortune
lhave come to this world.  
Here, l could never be comfortable.
As if being roasted in the hearth
l could never eat with comfort.
Distressing like a swan having to feed on paddy,
With only a little cloth on loin and hair scruffy,
Looking like a rustic clown and devil of the country,
Perhaps the most unfortunate are we.
There is not a single sickle on the wall. .
Utensil rack has no pot at all. ,
l feel languid, though desirous of a good start.
On looking at the world with the two eyes
l feel painful in my heart. h
lt was useless going to the market many times a day,
As l had no money to make the purchase.
l cannot malinger becauseit is raining. A
l cannot malinger because the sun is hard.
Maybe l have got fate of the taksunta bird
Misfortune l cannot discard. -
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(56) SEPARATION _
You live in a town far away.
l live by the ocean far away.
We cannot meet again anyway.
We could not live together
Because your fate was not writtenwith me.
May godbe cursed
For not writing your fate with me.
The ghat on the west has feisty tuberous plants a-plenty
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Likewise l remember you endlessly.
lf l could fly like a bird; _ _
l would have flown and seen you closely.

Note : The ocean probably refers to either the Bay of Bengal or a big pond. The
southern part of the region, particularly the present day Chittagong (now
in Bangladesh), was close to the Bay of Bengal. The kings of Tripura
loved creating big ponds or artificial lakes. A large number of such ponds
dot Tripura. Some of such ponds have the word "sagar" as suffix in their
names, e.g., Karnalaasagar, Amarsagar, Kalyansagar, Dhanisagar etc.
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(57) UNLUCKY
Since my childhood
lam without water, without food.

; Unlike others . "
l could not be smart and good.

i In this world of human beings,
l have to console myself with
Vicarious pleasures, other‘s good things.
Perhaps in this country -
lam the one who is the most unlucky.
Since my childhood, lam dependent on others.
To take my care I have elder sister.
But my problem does not end there.
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(58) WHO HAS COME TO PROPOSE TO MY DEAR ?
The sound of jungle clearing is loud:
Who has come to do jhum in front of my house ?
To propose to my lover; who has come ?
With grief, lam overcome.
Oh dear; do never discard
Passionate feelings for me in your heart.
Have you forgotten the oath we took
While bathing in the same ghat ?
I have got a nosering made for you
Won ‘t you wear that ? .
Worrying about you, l have stopped eating.
Worrying about you, l have stopped drinking.
Oh wheatish lady i  
Even without flowers, you are sweet-smelling.
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Note A prospective bridegroom has come to the house of the in laws for the
mandatory probation period in Chamari Kaimani system of marriage
This has disturbed another boy who loved the girl
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(59) THINKING ABOUT DEAR
l have searched across several hills.
But could not find the vermal ant-hill.
l have searched throughout the country.
But could not find one as beautiful as thee.
Oh wheatish lady! A
You sit with a magnanimous grace.
You smile with a magnanimous grace.
Oh wheatish lady!
You sleep gracefully, pretending to ignore me.
Oh beautiful lady!
You are neither fat nor tall. _
Oh wheatish lady. I

‘ You look dwarf
Among the talls.
But among the dwarfs,

" You look tall.
Oh fragrant lady
Others may not consider you that good.
But to me you are golden flower so good.
Why pay only eighty rupees ? a
l shall pay ninety rupees as dowry.
For you Lakshmi. r

Note : A prospective bridegroom under probation is fascinated by the charm of
_ [1 I2]
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the girl. He is willing to pay Rs 90 as the bride-price to marry her. (Note
that it is a "reverse dowry" inasmuch as the bridegroori-is side has to pay
it.) g .
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. ethereal  
(60) GLIMPSE OF MY SWEETHEART
l gossip with you in dream, oh sweet lady!
l would gossip with you, ifl could see you in reality.
On getting up, l desire to have a glimpse of you A
But the morgue-like house obstructs the view
On returning from ghat, l desire to have a glimpse of you
But the mango tree obtructs the view. ' A
On returning in afternoon, l desire.to have a glimpse of you
But the jackfruit tree obstructs the view.
While clearing the creepers, l can see only your shadow.
Come, let me have a glimpse of you. _
Stroll in the porch, so as l return at dusk,
l can have a glimpse of you. A
Putting on'wooden clogs, '
With parting of hair on one side,
Sporting karabi flower in the ear.
Stroll in the yard. ‘
With hookah in hand
Stroll in the yard.

[H4]
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For the pleasure of my heart,
Oh my sweetheart i

S

E Note : The prospective bridegroom is desirous to have a glimpse of the girl. The
groom is still under probation, and works hard in the ihum and in the
house. He lives in a separate hut.
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(61) APPREHENSIVE
- The path is full of fresh pugmarks.

Dear, do not go to the jhum alone.
ln this season, ' '
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The path is full of bushy growths.
Dear; do not go to the jhum alone
Mysterious people in red turbans
With whips in their hands .
Hail cotton from the plants.

Dear, do not go to the jhum alone
ln this season.
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(62) COURTING
Come dear,, walk ahead of me with a graceful gait.
You resemble the new jhum in color; and shape.
l have a lady's loincloth with kuaichug design for you.
lt has been woven by my brother’s. wife for you. ' "
l have a breast clothing with sairungkhu design for you.
lt has been woven by my sister for you.
l have brought for you sari called Mohanpuri.
lt has border design called Krishnapuri. A
Even in ordinary clothes you look magnanimous
On wearing good dress, you will look simply gorgeous.
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(63) OMENS
Oh dear, l have seen hailstorm in the dream.
For this year; what does this omen mean ?
l have heard A '
Elderly people speak
Accumulation of weal is meaning of such dream
Peeping inside, .  
The crow makes scream
For this year, what does this omen mean ?
l have heard elderly people speak,  _
Birth of a baby is meaning of the scream.
For this year; what does the omens mean ?
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(64) BEAUTY OF JHUM AND YOU -
Get up early, cook rice and curry
And to the jhum, let us hurry. -
Dear; do not you yearn for the old jhum ?
Maybe seeds of red khumchak flowerhave grown.
While returning from there
in your bun if marigold you wear
And red khumchak in your ear
And walk ahead together
lt looks so charming, my dear.
ldol of Durga .look good from front, dear.
But you look fascinating even from the rear.
Maybe, god sculptor kept aside the Durga idol
And put all his skills in making you beautiful.
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(65) WHAT FATE HAS IN stone
Oh little one !
The drum of my fate
l won ‘t beat.
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lf it is beaten, others will hear it.
lf writings of my fate
Are loudly read out.
Others will hear ;
So it won ‘t be read aloud.
If a man humble like me there were,
We would have conversed together:
As mythological stories are told by others
About our misfortune, we will chatter.
Despite parents wishing us all the best
l could not meet with any success.
lt is not in our fate
To eat without toiling like others.
lt is all bad luck.
Does it have any bright prospect ?
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(66) A BIT OF LIFE '
After August, the next month will onset.
September is the time of the harvest.
As the sickles shears off the paddy
The jhum starts looking old.
Dear, does it have to be told ?

- Other trees will be felled "
But arai with edible leaves we shall hold.
As gandari tuber in old jhum develops,
The prawn of rivulet gets anxious.
As mendai tuber of the garden develops,
The duck becomes anxious.

Note : The curry of prawn is prepared mixed with gandari tubers.
Hence the prawn becomes anxious on seeing the gandari
tubergrow. '

The meat of duck is cooked with mendai tubers.
Hence the duck becomes anxious on seeing the mendai
tuber grow.
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(67) A BIT OF JHUM LIFE
The top of millet plant is not sweet _
Lest the monkey should eat it.
The bottom of sugarcane is not sweet
Lest the termite should eat it.
Oh dear!
While returning from jhum with paddy

. Which in her lenga basket she carries,
The lady picks a stick of millet. '
At home she puts down lenga basket
And placates children with millet.
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(68) WALKING IN RAINY SEASON
From the hill the stream emanates.
lt has rained heavily there.
So the stream is in spate.
Damned bamboo pieces are floating down.
So, it is difficult to walk around.
In this stream so zigzag,
lam protecting my dhoti from getting wet.
Walking so long, l have not reached the end yet.

as I
Note : _ In a hilly region. it is convenient to walk along a stream.

~ A stream usually flows along a gentle slope. Thus one
I will have to do less of climbing up and down the hillocks.
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(69) THE MAHABHARATA
The bird of learning flies up in the sky ,'
The epic of Mahabharata l am going to recite.
All others are listening to it.
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l am reciting well, am not l ? a
People sitting on the east and west I
Gentlemen like my father; ladies like my mother l
Reading out, inadvertently l make mistake,
Yourself, please correct.
How should we live
To overcome hard days ?
How should we speak
To be acceptable, say ?
We have to live for long many days
We ought to ponder over these, nay 9

Note A man is reading out the holy scriptures to an assembly of
men, women and children. In such an assembly, the
senior people generally sit on the eastern side and the
JUHIOI’ people on the western side.
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(70) NEW YEAR, NEW ZEST
As March goes, April will be around _
‘The year will have come round. r
Only a few days are left in the year. ' ' .
Have you thought about it, mydear ? I
Whiling away the days will cost us dear.
Have you thought about it, my dear ? -
The current year has somehow passed.
As March goes, April will start. '
Have you thought about it in your heart ?
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(71) DO IT IN TIME

ln order to do jhum intelligently
Right from start of the year -
You should know what to do when exactly.
Select site by December, do jungle clearing by January
We have to do it, agree ?
Father and mother put on their now apparel.
They go out to finalize their son's betrothal. ,
As the marriage proposal takes shape
The castrated pig of pen gets anxious.
As the pig grows up
The banana plant gets anxious.

Note : The pig is anxious because it may be slaughtered for the feast in the
marriage ceremony. The banana plant is anxious because it may be
felled for preparation of curry oi pork. {The stem of banana is used as

vegetable.)
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(72) LOST OPPORTUNITY "N ‘
You have not sunned therpaddy dry
ln the scorching sun of the summer.

r In season when it pours I . _
You have not stocked water. -
When ypu have to dry the paddy on hearth
For the sun you will yearn.  
When you wander for water for water in dry

r stream _ I
For the rain you will yearn.
The cloud thunderclaps, cotton seeds fall

" Think of it in your heart.   
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(rs) BEAUTY OF NATURE
As gunthu fish leaps in water
Latia fish is red with anger.
As the prawn whistles in the river
Bar fish does scamper.
Khuicha fish jumps I
As arang fish plays flute in the river.
The Mahabharata is recited by king parrot
And mynah recites holy scriptures.
Arecaplam is pecked by
The hanging woodpecker.
Takpepe bird beats the drum.
As if beating its chest
Chameleon makes plaintive scream.
People climb up and down
ln this undulating terrain.
The farmers of the new jhum
Climb up and down the terrain. -
Do not these appear to entertain ?

in jhum cultivation, a group of farmers arrange themselves around the
hillock on the jhum slope. Performing various operations such as tilling,
sowing, weeding etc, they move down the hillock in a row. On reaching
the bottom, they again climb up and repeat the operation. Songs are
sung and musical instruments are also played to enthuse the farmers.
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_ (74) ALL FOR YOU
As l walk in thepath long, hilly; l think of you, cute lady

y As l take step after step slowly, l think of you, cute lady.
l think of you in my heart in the soliloquy.
Mother calls out the food is ready and l should go and eat.
Mother calls out the water is ready and lshould go and drink.
lcannot hear her, l am thinking about thee. "
l think of you in my heart in the soliloquy.
Overflow of water in dam can be seen, butnot feeling in the heart.
ln the soliloquy, l think of you in my heart.
Father calls out that with sharp sickle to the jhum l should go
Father calls out that with pitcherful of water to the jhum l go.

- l cannot hear him, l am thinking about thee. " .
l think of you in my heart in the soliloquy.
Thunderclap can be heard, but not the one in my heart.
ln the soliloquiy, l think of you in my heart.
lf in my love you have faith, our love will surely consummate.

5 Mother wears bobbypin in her bun, l just cannot forget you.
Thinking about you in the heart, l soliloquize with you.
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(75) INTIMACY
Oh wheatish bright lady.
Beautiful like a Bengali i

t Your hand smells so sweetly.
Do not you recall wisfiully, _
We gossiped on same bed and shared the beedi ?
Glimpse of your charming eyes
Makes my heart bloom.
Glimpse of your legume like fingers

[I34]
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Makes my heart bloom.
Glimpse of your fascinating back
Makes my heart bloom.
Oh wheatish lady! .
We are desirous
To cross the wooden bridge together.
Both of us have desire
To earn the livelihood together.
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(76) CEREMONIAL SEND OFF TO GROOM
(Spoken by acquaintances to the groom)

You will forget me, surely, you will.
On drinking water of another watercourse
You will forget me, of course.
Even if you do not forget
When a visit to you we undertake
From the courtyard of your new home
You will bid bye, at best.
lf mother serves you food
Show your anger by feigning stomachache
lf mother gives you water to drink
Do not drink it, feigning stomachache.
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(spoken by the groom)
l am going there just to keep
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The words that parents had to give.
Eager mother serves me food so good.
But l won't eat. g
Eager mother sen/es me water so cold
But l won ‘t have it.
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(77) ASHADH MONTH
ln this June  
lt has been raining incessantly.
Upto the brink, *
The rivulet is flowing swellingly.
A biggish mesh

h Has been pitched across the rivulet
Some biggish fish
Have got trapped in the mesh.
You will eat one fish, l shall eat the other

g,» We shall eat one fish each.
I Oh friends, is not it

The month of June, please ?
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(78) OMEN
ln the thwrwipang tree, to the west of the ghat,
A squirrel struggles to extricate itself from latex trap.
The twigs rustle due to the struggle
Will victory be on the side of the squirrel ?
lf the squirrel fails to extricate, .
lt omens _bad for the village.
But if it is able to extricate,
lt omens propitious for the village.
lf we do not march ahead with foresight
Hardships will always strike.
We ought to be circumspect always;
A tiger or wild animal may waylay.

Note : The belief in omens is widespread. It is deeply embedded in the psyche
of the people. Almost every phenomenon which is not voluntarily done
by man is supposed to omen something either good or bad.
Latex of various trees are used by the bird catchers to catch birds. A
squirrel may get stuck in it if it is not circumspect.
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(79) A LIST OF DON'TS
Do not pet chick of swallow
lt omens bad luck.
Do not pet chick of a raven,
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The eggs in the cage it eats up.
Do not dig well by kalangsi bamboo stump,
The leaves falling in it become muck.
Do not do jhum near the habitation,
Because plenty of weeds grow up.
Avoid the curse of a newly widower;
Because it can make even a vulture lame.
Avoid the curse of a newly widow,
Because it makes even a frog hunchbacked,
Don't blame. .
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(80) AN ASPECT OF JHUMIA LIFE
Since the daybreak, l had toiled in your jhum.
When will you requite it by working in my jhum ?
The work of cultivation ought to be completed
When, for it, time is still there.
If weeding is not done by July
The paddy plants will die.
By September; if reaping is not done
The crop will have rotten.
Let the elderly mother be at home
Scare away birds from paddy being sunned.
Let the elderly father be at home,
And entertain the young ones.

Note : Among the jhum cultivators, there is a system of individual ownership
but communal labor. A group of families work together in the fields of all
the members ot the group. Thus one requites others tor working in one‘s
field by working in their fields.
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(81) A FEW WORDS FOR DEAR
Do not do jhum on the hillock looking lousy.
Or, you will feel very much drowsy,
The thatch is loose at the eaves.
Fix it, dear, won't you please ?
To others you may be disgusting like khaklu flower;
But to me you are darling like khum flower;
lf the flower is worn on ear, the ear gets lowered
And if it is worn on bun, the bun gets covered.
Where should l wear ?
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(82) CHARMING BROTHERS
Dewdrops adorn the bush by the waterfall, yet,
So, the fascinating men have not yet left.
Balsam herbs grow on the path to the jhum hut,
So l could not see their feet as they hurried past.
Sesame shrubs grow on the path to the jhum hut
So l could not see their turbans as they hurried past.
Fled ant in the forest, kite up in the sky.
On seeing the two charming brothers pass by,
I feel lost in wistful thought, don'tl ?
l had better not seen them
On seeing them, l feel so wishful from inside.
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(83) INTIMACY IN JHUM
Oh embodiment of beauty t
By working togehter in jhum
Companions at work have been we.
In your intimate company
The days have been so happy.
After September; October will commence,
Then October will also come to an end.
Oh embodiment of beauty l
We may get separated. -
For the year we had heard would be long
Has so swiftly departed.
Oh embodiment of beauty l
Had the year been a little longer
I would have enjoyed your company a bit longer.
At home, lam alone and do not feel good
Alone there, you also feel bored.
Why has the damned year so quickly gone ?
When you are not alone, you feel good.
When we are together; we do not get bored.
Oh embodiment of beauty I
Come for the union of our hearts.
We shall be one soul, one body just that.
And we won ‘t be afraid.
Oh embodiment of beauty l
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Should we leave our marriage proposal
To our parents to decide ?
You keep coming in my dreams throughout the night.
Oh embodiment of beauty would be bride i
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(s4) IMPECCABLE BEAUTY
Your beauty is so impeccable
That it is delightful at you to stare.
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Gods and goddesses have shaped you with due care.
With many attempts, he has made you charmingly slim.
With an imaginative drawing,
Meticulously, he has made you beautifully prim.
Oh my sweetheart,
I have been waiting for you all the while.
Please stroll ahead of me
l shall follow you from behind, for mile.
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(85) NOSTALGIA IN JHUM
At the dawn, cackle of fowl can be heard.
At the dusk, buzz of insects can be heard.
As we friends go to the jhum for work
Our heart is full of mirth.
Engrossed we become in jhum work,
As the days moves forth.
As the sun sets,

~ What disturbs the insects ?
On hearing their buzz, l become restless.
l think about you throughout the long nights
Tears drop down from my eyes.
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(86) INTENSE LOVE
The champak flower that blooms
With fragrance why is it full ?

L Why is it so beautiful ?
' The champak flower that blooms

ls both fragrant and beautiful.
Oh lady of magnetic look ! -
Had l been fragrant like champak flower
l would have adorned your bun of hair.
Had l been attractive like floral wreath,
l would have adorned your neck so sweet.
Had l been a ring of gold,
You finger l would have adorned.
Had l been a silver bangle
I would have adorned your hand.
Oh lady of magnetic look l
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l feel impatient even when you are there.
How shall l live when you are elsewhere ?
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- (87) CHILDHOOD LOVER
Oh dear; both of us are contemporaries,
Since childhood days of playful intimacy.
To do cultivation together .
We have not got the opportunity.
We have grown up to adulthood
Quickly without our realizing it.
ln the platform on the ghat
As many bamboo pieces are there,
So many proposals for my marriage
Have been sent by my parent.
We shall send the marriage-broker
lf your love for me is still alive.
l shall do everything for you ,'
Even rowing a boat on sand, l shall strive.
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lf you are agreeable,
Then it will be possible.

(Second part)
Oh, like cute bird, red-faced i
To you which day will be convenient
When cogent matchmaker may be sent.
The trellis is coiled by bean creeper,
Bamboo by Kaliyuga‘s bangfai creeper:
Monkey plays with marshy tubers.
Oh dear; be frank,
When should we send the marriage-broker.
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(88) CHILDHOOD LOVE
Oh dear, the place where
We used to talk together
Conjures up old memories.
Oh dear; the path where
We used to walk together
Still has our footprints, see !
My intimacy with you as l recall
Old memories crop up, everything, all i
Oh dear; the place where
We used to talk together
Conjuries up old memories.
Where we played together that place divine
Blissful like heaven, may it become.
Where we bathed together that place divine
Pilgrim center of Kaliyuga, may it become.
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89) SPECIAL PRIVILEGES FOR DEAR ONES
Only a young mafla bird can
Eat the tender shoots of cane, oh dear.
Likewise only the dear one can
Chew betel-nat tucked under breast-cloth, oh dear.
Only a young mynah can
Eat maiswi sesame, oh dear.
Likewise only my dear can

I Have thaichumu gourd of jhum, oh dear.
. Only an otter can L

Eat the fish of marsh, oh dear.
Likewise only a dear one can
Chew betel-nut tucked under breast-cloth, oh dear.
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(90) UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS
Oh dear,
The tall champak tree from which we plucked flower;
Still has our fingerprints.
The path where we walked around,
Still bears our footprints.
The grind-stone where we slit betel-nut with knife,
Still has the scar prints.
The boulder on the ghat where we took bath
Still has those imprints.
I can never forget those memories.
Our plucking flower from the tall trees l
Esculent roots are called “kachu" by Bengalis.
Backward tribes carry water in bucket which is leafy.
Khumpui flower blooms atop the bushy valley.
l shall always remember
The words l had given to you, and you to me.

Note 1: Tripuris used to call certain tribes"sikaam“ or backward tribe. Kuki, Halam
etc tribes were called sikaam. it appears that the members of these
tribes wore very scanty or no clothes at all. They used primitive instru-
ments and utensils. They had lower status in the society. They lived on
top of steeper hills.

Tripuris were in continuous strife with the backward tribes. There is even
a type of ballad called “kuchuk ha sikaam kamarri" urging people to join
in the fight against the backward tribes.

(These backward tribes have made significant social and economic
progress since then.)

Note 2: Tripuri word for Bengali is "vanjui“ which has perhaps evolved front two
words, "avan", meaning a type of pastry of rice. and "chui“, meaning
wrapped in cloth. Bengalis used to visit the tribal areas for trade and
other purposes and would go back after the work. They carried their food
tied in their towels or other pieces of cloth. Hence, Bengalis were "the
people who carried their food tied in a piece of cioth."
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(91) WHO HAS INSTIGATED HIM AGAINST ME
Takbui birds used to throng this cold valley,
But they do not come here any more. -
My lover used to come to play marble to our porch,
But he does not come here any more.
Who has instigated him against me,
That he does not come any more ?
Silung bird is seen when it flies,
lt is never seen eating, how much one tries.
You are seen in other's porch
But never in our vicinity.
ls something gushing in your head,
Have we hurt your sensibilities ?
Who has forbidden you from
Playing marble in our vicinity, l pray ?
Please assist my father in bringing
Head loads of bamboo from far away.
For a loincloth with muikhanchak design so decent
To staying with us as groom you must assent.
Make a cage
For hari berangja bird, soon.
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lf you still love me _
Come to the bathing ghat in the aftemoon.
Note : Generally it is the girl who has a major say in deciding whether the mar-

riage will come through. However, in this song it appears that it is the
boy who appears reluctant to marry the girl. instead of the boy cajoling
the girl to marry him, here the girl urges the boy to marry her.
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(92) AMOROUS FEELINGS
ln the dream, l have seen parched millet.
Does it mean riches l will get ?
Does it omen a bumper harvest ?
ln one of the dreams l have seen
Like pestle on grind-stone, a couple doing sex.
Lying in my father's hut
In my mind what thoughts beget i
Yesterday to yourjhum water l had fetched.
May be it was drunk by the cowherds.
lf you want to look at my face
As you look in the mirror,
Then let the marriage proposal be
Settled by our mothers.
This year! am unable to end
Weaving the cloth l had commenced
On the loom tied to mother's bed-end.
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(93) COME TO ME
Male : Lizard lays egg in the thatch,

Bamboo clothesline makes thunderous clap.
Father sharpens the cane,
Mother spins the yarn.
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Your face annointed with sisimalati scented oil
ls full of beauty and charm.

Female : In the winter it was misty,
That is why. you, lcould not see.

Male .' Alone, why do you vegetate ? 7
Together; why cannot we share ? L
Together, we feel good.
lt is good to look at too i

Female : The plains are full of dense jungle.
How is it felt to work lone and single ?

Male : The path is full of bamboo and weeds.
To remain alone, what is the need ?
Oh charming beauty, won't you please i
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(94) DEAR COME TO ME .
Oh dear i

. We are alike in all manners.
Even our thoughts are similar.

 _TgQl_t__a_i bird chirps playfully.
9' Maybe it is enthralled by your beauty.

Your small hut looks oldish,
Insects are there aplenty,
My hut is biggish
And the breeze blows soothingly.
So come to my hut.
Oh my sweetheart. I
To your hut, l don ‘t mind to go,
But the corn will be eaten by the crow.
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(95) THINKING ABOUT DARLING
Oh my sweetheart! I
lt is so blissful to be with you.
When out of sight, you are out of mind.
But when you are around l find,
l feel like being with you for every moment,
l feel like keep talking to you every second.
l call you darling not just because l love you. S
But because l have high regards for you.
l skip lunch as l think about you,
Tied in the cloth the food remains as it were.
l do not drink water as l think about you

[rest



Water remains in the gourd shell pitcher as it were.
Oh darling to my heart !
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(96) EVIL STRIKES THE VILLAGE
Oh -brotheren, in this village,
Mischief- makers have gained an upperhand.
We have reason to apprehend.  
How does the internal matters of the village,
Come to outsiders knowledge ?
Over these developments, our chieftain,
ls very much under mental strain.
Why does not one understand the message,
That one may be affected by evil eyes in the village ?
To exorcise the village
To the spirits, sacrifice of buffaloes has been promised.
Even then, the evil spirit does not look pleased.
A pair of goats have been promised and worship done.

. Still we do not get propitious omen. '
How long shall we brood over the problem
With heads heavy with strain ?
The village has been affected by evil eyes,
What kind of worship will exorcise ?

N018 After making a promise to the spirits, or after performing certain ritual, it
is customary to see if it omens good. For example, a pair of leaves are
thrown upwards. lt one leaf falls on the ground obverse and the other
reverse, it omens good. However, if both the leaves fall on the ground
either obverse or reverse, it does not omen good, and further promise or
ritual is necessary.
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(97) ABOUT MYSELF
in the marshy land, it is exciting,
To pluck tharai sapling. '
Likewise, it make my heart bloom,
To pluck _arai_leaves in the jhum.
My name is Buishirai.
it rhymes with word for crab: "khangrai".
Gaganchanolras hamlet of which lam resident,
ls named after my parent.  
Mother weaves loin cloth in loom
And l am itinerant.

Even among kids, l have fame.
Even elders remember my name.

, s l For,my mother, gave me aneasy name.  
 ' Do not take my name in the morning,

on shall stumble over something. i  
 g Do not take my name in the aftemoon. l i

it -Orl shall, suffer from choking while having food.
 lfyou want to take my name ' s -.

Take it in the dead of the night.
Maybe then we shall meet -  
In the dream with delight. i
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(98) MY VILLAGE

At the foothills of the imposing Atharamura,
On the bank of the rivulet Damra,
There is the Hamlet of Nayantara.
lt is also called the Hamlet of Baragharia.
Six score and six huts
Were there in Baragharia Hamlet.

‘ [I70]
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Note 3

Note 4

Note 5

Six score and six children
Were there in the hamlet.
My father was the village priest,
And my uncle used to assist.
Mangalia's mother used to make
The proclamatory festive shrill.
From the top of this hill,
Nayantara ‘s Hamlet is visible.

Atharamura, literally meaning "eighteen peaks". is one not the hill ranges
in Tripura. '

It customary to name a hamlet after the important persons of the hamlet.
Thus, the name Nayantara's Hamlet signify that Nayantara was an influ-
ential leacler of the hamlet. '

A hamlet with 126 houses is considered a very big hamlet. A hamlet
usually has fewer houses. .

During worships, festivities or rituals, womenflolk make a shrill cryuby
ellin dy g an vibrating tongue in the mouth. This also popular in Bengal.

Worship is performed either by Ochai who is a priest from the tribal
community, orby a Brahman who is usually a Bengali.
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(99) FED UP WITH LIFE -
Oh dear! -
From my.mother's womb  _.
l have been born in the human race. '
But l find it difficult to pass my days.
Oh dear i  I ‘ I
Had l been born in the porcine. race,
l would have passed my days.
Because if l were born today,
l would have been slaughtered the next day.
Life would have ended at an early age
Oh dear! .  L
Had l been born in the avian race,
l would have passed my days.
Because if l were hatched today,
l would have been slaughtered the next day.
Life would have ended at an early age.
Oh beloved l I "
This world is like a market place -

F Where l have come for shopping.  
But I have got no money
l could not do shopping.
Oh beloved l I
Human form is the
Supreme form of life.
But l want to die. -
Oh dear! '
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From my mother's womb
l have been born in the human race.
But l find it difficult to pass my days.

Note : Acute poverty and widespread backwardness are endemic problems of
the people. People have to face a lot of hardships. Disillusionment with
life and insensitivity to death are salient features of lite.
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(100) HUMBLE HUMAN LIFE
lhave been born in the human race.
How shall l pass my days ?  
This life, how shall l face ?
Constructing a hut
With logs and straw, say,
And surrounding it with fences:
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ls it a child's play ?
if you have to look after the elderly father; '
Playing the tiny sarangi, do not wander.
lf you have to look after the elderly mother
Playing dangdu instrument, do not wander.
Do not ape the life style of others.
Lazy monkey is naked, displaying private parts.
With paddy its tummy swells good.
if you follow monkey's lifestyle, L
You will have to survive on insipid subsistent food,
And even your house will auctioned, understood ?
lt is not in our fate to live happily.
Sporting watch on the wrist with aristocracy.
As the evening descends, jackals will howl.
Sows will search for food, feed them all. =
By the evening, cackling will be done by the fowl;
Put them in the cage,all.
These are in the tradition which is age-old.
The King knows not there is pauper incapable of paying tax.
Fiain knows not there is homeless who does not own a shack.
Children do not understand that monetary strength we lack.

Have you pondered over these ? 1
Oh lady of riches l r

Oh lady of magnetic breast l L y  9   

1'

\I

I

Note 1: Monkey is considered a lazy animal. It is supposed to construct house
only when the rainy season has already begun. '

Note 2: Sporting wrist-watch is a symbol ot status and luxury.
Note 3: Dangdu is a simple musical isntrurnent consisting of iron strips in the -

shape of " E". One end of it is held from the mouth, and the middle strip ' .
is vibrated. The resonating air column produces musical notes. The length '
of the air column is changed by covering the instrument with the palm. ,

Dangdu is played by a git! to entice her lover. A girl also uses
dangdu as bobby-pin in_her bun. *
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JuuurcuLT|vnrrou,AwAY or= Life s it
F Jhum cultivation or shifting cultivation orislash-and-buirn

cultivation‘, ‘is the ‘integral part of the socio-economic life of the
tribal societies in Tripura. The tribes were almost entirely agricul-
turists.~Theirlife depended oncultivatlon. They sustained them-
selves by growing their requirements in their farms. Cultivation
invariablymeant jhumcultivation, as settled cultivation was rarely
practiced bythem‘. ‘ “ r _i is _ is _ he I

-n V-It is said B-that except‘forthe salt which canrrotbe produced
in the region, thetribeys were_alm'o"st entirely"self-sufficient. They
led very simple lives, and shad small needs. They fulfilled ‘alt their
needs thernselves; They met the dernandftor food by jhum culti.
vation, food sigathering in forest, hunting and jdomestication of ani-
mals "and birds. Theymet the demand for clothes by growing cot-
ton in jhumcultivatione-and ‘weaving.’ I ' 9' _ I i “I .' .'

Jhum cultivation is done oitthhe slopes, ofthel hills. Both
men and women, boys and girls participate inthe op‘erations.'Ma-
jor activities like {cutting jungles and weeding are done commu-
nally. Jhum operations iincluidei site selection, cutting jungles, set-
ting ablaze, clearing the debris, ' sowing, weeding, watching and
harvesting along with certain rituals. Theitools needed in jhum
cultivationl are few and >sim'ple':" chopper, sickle and basl<gets.' I, '

" Theipfrocesgsof jhum cultivation for at year starts with the
selectioniof the site in Agrahayana or Novernber-December." ln
selecting thesite, prefierence is given to hahdeepgforest area or a
bamboo forest which yields rich h'anrest.’The_ slope_should not be
very steep. Preference is given to south-ward slope as lit receives
more sun.'The' piacefshould*preferabIy*be closes‘, to ta rivulet or
some other source of-water. In selectinhg a site,‘ some interesting
magical practices are performed. ;Early in the morniiing ofian aus-
picious day, a ‘"v'e"ry smaill-patch‘ oil-the tentati_ve|y' s_el_ected site is
clea'regd.jA"piece'gof bamboo is split into two parts and are dropped
from a -height‘. let is'ia.uspi‘clous if oner half falls obveryselytyandt the
other’ reveisery. *A*l’Lirnp’o’f tthe-isoil‘ is taken tothe nomei for revela-

h'drear_ns.r The cuglitiiviatorhwears’ clean icflothes at night.
sleegs*alone and places the‘ soil 'beIOWlI'IiS' "pillow. Cultivation is
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likely to beprofitable if he dreams of buffalo, cattle. marriage cer-
emony, clear water, fishing etc. it is bad if a naked woman, fire,
police or beggar is seen. Besides, places with deep and narrow
holes, or where a langur or python has died or where witches and
spirits are supposed to live are dreaded and left.

The vegetation at the selected site is cut down, and are
allowed to dry in the sun for about a month. After that fire is set to
it, usually in the evening. After a few days, the unburned logs are
collected and set to fire. The ashes remain there and serve as
fertilizers. Certain rituals are observed while fire is set to the veg-
etation. Prior to the setting of fire, certain seeds, a hand-fan,
sesamum oil and a small basket are taken to the field and thrown
into the dry debris. Immediately after setting of fire, a few malig-
nant deities are worshipped. ln this ritual a few pigs, chickens etc
are needed. Even the housewife is required to perform a ritual
simultaneously. In the courtyard, she is to place a quantity of
sesamum oil, cotton, certain seeds and a small basket. This-is to
relieve mother earth from the burning sensation.

Digging and sowing are done simultaneously in Chaitra-
Vaiskha or March-May. All the workers stand in a line. Everbody
has a small basket tied to the left of their waist containing seeds
and a chopper.- While digging a small hole with the chopper, putting
a mixture of seeds, and covering the hole, each batch of workers
goes down from top to bottom, and again climbs up the hill. The
process continues until the entire field is covered. Certain other
seeds are sown through broadcast. Monday, Wednesday and
Thursday are supposed to be auspicious days for starting the op-
eration of sowing. A piece of green turmeric charged with some
spells is dug in the south-east comer of the field so as to prevent
the evil spirits from entering and doing harm to the crops.

The seedlings grow within three weeks. After a few show-
ers oi the monsoon, creepers and grasses grow abundantly. They
require weeding twice, thrice or even four times after some inter-
vals. I

Weeding is not enough. Protective measures, both magical
and physical, are also taken against wild animals, birds, evil eyes
and evil spirits. A watch house is built on a peak in the field. This
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rectangular shaped and two roofed hut with raised platform is quite
airy and convenient for looking around. Sacrecrows are put up. A
number of half split bamboos are erected hither and thither and
connected with a long rope, one end of which is tied to a post of
the watch house. From time to time the watchman, by pulling the
rope makes fluttering sound to scare birds and animals. Deities of
wealth and prosperity are also propitiated with spells, offerings
and sacrifices. ln case of drought, the rain god is worshipped and
rituals are performed to induce rain.

_ A variety of crop is raised in the jhum field, including paddy,
vegetables, oilseeds, jute, cotton, millet etc. Different crops ma-
ture at different times. So, the harvesting continues in phases from
Ashadha (June-July) to Ashvina (September-October). No crop is
eaten unless it is first offered to the deities. Pardon is also sought
for -animals, insects and birds etc which got killed during the culti-
vation. Fruits like cucumber etc ripe first. So the first offering is
made of these fruits. Then again the new rice is offered to the
deities. The offeringof new riceito the deities and eating it as-
sumes the character of a festival. New crop is also sent to the
elders and others. y

Harvesting of paddy begins in September-October. The
stalks of paddy, about two inches below the grains are cut with a
sickle and put into thickly woven baskets slung from the forehead
on the back. These are temporarily stored in the watch house and
then removed and stored in the granary. The granary is usually
constructed away from the living quarters to protect against fire.

Seeds for the next year are stored with religious sanctity. in
the next year, some other site will be chosen for the jhum cultiva-
tion.

Though operations like cutting plants, sowing and weeding
are generally done communally on exchange of labor basis the
crops are not divided among the participants. The products be-
long to the individual families. The participants are neither served
food nor paid money. Everbody brings his lunch from the house
tied in leaves. Work is, however, mixed with recreation. The tedi-
ous operations are lightened through songs, jokes and tales which
provide rhythm to the work.
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_ H-MARRIAGE, DlV_OH§E"AND BE-MA;FlH_lA,GE s s
The marriage system in the tribal society has undergone a

sea change. Now the marriage system resembles that ofthe main-
stream lndian society. The bride brings dowry to herein law's
house, and the bride hasto live in her in-law's house after mariage.
However things were different in olden days. The bridegroom side
had to pay something in cash or kind or both to the parents of the
bride ashbride price.“The bride had more say in choice of her hus-
band. Very aften, the bridegroomwould live with the bride in his in-
law's house. n H t r s n H

‘ Even though there were many types of maririagesprevalent
in Tripuri society, the two types of marriages were most popular:

(1) Cl_1,amari;Kamani. This is also known as ghar jamai
system, in which the bridegroom would live in the in-.iaw's house
after marriag'e_, Poor families preferred this system of marriage for
their sons. Fiich families or families having no son or. fewer sons
preferred this system of marriage for their daughters. This system
of marriage“ was very popular. _ - - r .'

(2) Hamjuk Tabui Kaimani. In this system, the.bride.would!
live-in her in-law's place after -marriage. Rich families prefereed
this system of, marriage for their sons. H t . ' i

t ‘ - Charhari Kamanisystem of -marriage was very popular and
has some interesting pecularities". The would be bridegroom would
remain on probation in therin-law's" house for a period-‘between
one year and five years. The period of probationsdepended on the
qualities of thegirl. lfthegirl was beautiful, the period of probation
would be longer. ln the probation period thewould be groom had
to lead a very tough and unpleasant life. He was the first to get up T
in themorning. He would do all the household works.“ Hewould
work hard in the jhum cultivation. He wouldslog like a slave~.lThe"
in-laws used to treat him veryishabbily. He was not givengood
food orgood clothes.All this was toensure that the boywas very is
hard working andidiligent. i t ' if T’ i i ’ t T it 1 = I 1‘
Theiboly would slog hard and work _heart‘and soiulto,
was worthy of marrying thegirl. The boy would feel mentality andj"
physically tormented with heavy workload, and no enjoyment at all. "
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it the girls family did not like him, he would be treated even
more shabbily. He would be given very insipid food, such as the
ash from the hearth etc. The boy would thus be forced to leave the
house and flee away, and the marriage would not take place .

The girl played a pivotal role. It was the girl who decided if
the boy was suitable or not. if she considered him unsuitable, he
would be forced to flee. However, if she considered him suitable
then only the marriage would take place. If the girl started liking
the boy during the probation, she expressed it by giving him good
foods such as boiled egg or fish fry etc. Nonetheless, until the
marriage was soiemnized, the boy and girl were not allowed to
develop much intimacy.

in both chamari kamani and hamjuk tubui kaimani types of
marriges, the marriage-broker used to play on important role in
bringing the two parties together, negotiation on bride price, dates
of marriages and other details. The period of September to Nor
vember was considered the season formarriage. During these
months, there was little work in the jhum and nature was in its
most beautiful form.

The marriage ceremony was very ritualistic. Many deities
were worshipped, various rituals were observed, feast was given
and alcoholic drinks offered.

Divorce: Divorce is permissible. Among Tripuris, divorce is
known as "kaklaimani". The husband or wife who seeks divorce
stays away from the other. Thereafter, on a prefixed day, the guard-
ians of both the sides and the village choudhuri assemble to de-
cide on the divorce. The husband or the wife who seeks the di-
vorce has to pay back the marriage expenses to his or her spouse
as penalty. The divorce can be annulled by the estranged couple
worshipping "vathap" together with the priest.

Re-marriage: A widow, widower, divorcee or a deserted
woman is allowed to re-marry. Generally, a divorcee lady or a widow
has to marry a divorced man or a widower only. However, mar-
riage with a divorcee or widow I widower is not preferred.
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BELIEFS

The religious belief of the people is centered around cer-
emonies and worships of the gods, goddesses and spirits. Flight-
eousness, rituals, rites, faith, superstition and belief in omens are
very much interwoven in the tribal culture. in the tribal religion,
there are elements from animism, animatism, totemism, shaman-
ism, Brahmanism, Buddhism, rationalism, superstition, and epi-
oureanism.

Priest or Ochai: The priest or Ochai is selected by the
villagers, and the profession is not hereditary. A woman is not per-
mitted to become a priest. in some religious occasions the priest
needs one or more helpers.(Members of Brahman caste also act
as priests.)

Generally, there is no specific form or shape of the deities.
In most cases, the structure of the deities are made with bamboo
poles, stones or mound of soil. The altar of the deity is made with
a structure of bamboo ‘poles erected on the ground. The deities
are worshipped by offerings of wine, water, flower, paddy, rice,
cotton, incense etc. Deities are worshipped with earthen lamp.
Fruit etc. are also offered. Sacrifice of fowl, pig and goat etc is also
performed. »

Some deities are benevolent while others are malevolent.
There is some relationship between the tribal deities and deities
of the mainstream Hindiusm.

Some of the benevolent duties are :
(1) Matai_Kata.r- and Matai Katarma: Matai Katar is the

supreme deity and Matai Katarma is his consort. These
deities are worshipped for prosperity and secuirty. They
are worshipped household wise or community-wise.

(2) Ak.hatra_and_B.ikhatra: They are sons of Matai Katar
and Matai Katarma. The two deities are jointly called
Lampra, and are worshipped in the begining of all social
and religions ceremonies.

(3) Tuima: It is goddess of water. it is worshipped to pre-
lltl2|
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_ vent waterborne diseases" like cholera etc.
(4) Sarrgram: it is husband of Tuima, and is a god of wealth

and prosperity. if a member of the family suffers very
frequently from diseases and illness, then it is wor-
shipped.

(5) Mailuma: it is goddess of paddy and is worshipped for
prosperity.‘ t

(6) Khuluma: It is goddess of cotton, and is worshipped for
- prosperity.

(7) .Nakchunf1ata,i : This goddess guards homestead.
(8) Kali_a.and Garia: These are gods of success and wor-

shipped during Garia festival.
(9) Saklakmatai : It is a god of health.
(10) Long‘tharai: This male god is worshipped for protec-

tion.

Some of themaievolent duties are :
(1) Thumqairok andBanirok_: These deities are messen-

gers of death news, and are worshipped to keep them is
good humor.

(2) Chhakal'|uk: This is the guardian deity of witches. it is
worshipped outside the village. '

(3) Burasa: This male deity stands for disease. When a
family member, especially a child, cries incessantly from
severe pain or fever, it is believed that Burasa god has
caused the disease and is worshipped.

(4) Haichukma : She is wife of Burasa, and rules over ani-
mals and forests. When a domesticated animal is lost,

. this deity is worshipped to get the animal back.
(5) Siri Jamdu and Siri Jadu: These deities make a woman

barren. These two deities are not worshipped separately,
but along with other malevolent deities.
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There is a famous temple of goddess Tripura Sundari (correspond-
ing to goddess Kali) near Udaipur, erstwhile capital of Tripura.
A Temple of Chaturdash Devata or fourteen gods has always been
near the house of the king. The fourteen gods are: Shiva, Durga,
Vishnu, Lakshmi, Saraswati, Kartikeya, Ganesh, Brahma, the
Earth, the Ocean, the Ganges, the Fire, Kama and l-iimadri. The
tribal names ofthe fourteen gods are: Matai Katar, Matai Katarma,
Mailuma, Khuluma, Akhatra, Blkhatra, Tuima, Sangrang, Kaila,
Garia, Nakchu Matai, Bichukma, Sirijemdu, and Thoumnairog.

it is believed that soul is eternal and indestructible. The body
is thought to be a temporary abode of the soul. After natural death,
the souid is supposed to assume a new form of life depending on
the good and bad deeds. Human life is thought to be the supreme
form of life. However, after unnatural death, one takes the form to
spirit.

Vlfitch_(Chhakal): it is believed that a female who has a
control of magic spell is a witch, and she can cause harm to any
human being or animal. The guardian deity or spirit forces the
witch to offer the deity human life or annimal's blood. The witch
can assume the form of any living being. Whenever, a man suf-
fers from severe disease or dies suddenly, or the crop fails, it is
supposed to be due to the witch.

Spirit: Spirits are supposed to be the souls which could not
take the form of living bodies. it is believed the spirits abound in
deserted house, old ponds, crossing of paths etc. Land haunted
by spirits is not seiected for cultivation.

Evil Eye: it is believed that if a person with evil eye casts
his look on anything good, then problems befall on it.

The village priest acts as the tantric and exorcises the ef-
fect of a witch, spirit or evil eye. T

Omen: The people are very superistitious so far as belief in
omens is considered. Whatever one sees in a dream is supposed
to omen future events: size of the egg laid, cackling of the fowl,
howl of beasts, sight of animals, birds or snakes, cracks in the
granary, style of sitting of animals and many more all these are
supposed to omen future events. .
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.WEAVING» T

The tribal families used to fulfill the need of clothes exclu-
sively by by domestic weaving. Now, clothes manufactured in mills
are. also used. . -

= g T Weaving is done exclusively by womenfolk, Men are not
allowed. There is a superistitious belief that if a man does weav-
ing, some bodily harm will befall on him." a V

. 1 - _

E Materials and tools necessary for weaving consistsof cot-
ton, spindle, spinning machine, bow and ag simple tension loom
which includes sword, shuttle, backstrap, shed-stick, heddle,
beams, posts, breast-rods, and lease rods. Cotton is grown in the
jhum field. Cotton flowers are collected, sundried and stored in
October-November. At convenient times, shells and skins are
peeled off, and the flowers are put to a ginning machine for sepa-
rating the cotton from the seeds. The machine consists of two
wooden rollers horizontally inserted into two posts which are erected
on a short but heavy wooden plank. The rollers are geared in op-
posite directions with a crank.

V After ginning, cotton is carded with a bow and a striker. The
bow is made of afine bamboo split which taperstowards the ends.
The split is bent and its two ends tied with a rope or hide. »

- Cotton is then rubbed against the thigh and madelnto sev-
eral wicks as a preparatory process to spinning which is followed
by dyeing. Dyeing isdone with herbal colors. Actual weaving starts
after dyeing. it is done with a loom which is light and-mobile.‘ For
weaving, the warpelements are first mountedrlength-wise and
rolled round two rods kept at a distance in parallel. The weaver
sits behind one of the rods which is the breast rod. The weft ele-
ment is made to pass, through a shuttle,overand below each
alternate thread. For shedding, the warp elements are divided into
two alternate sets, each set being tied to ta heddle. By drawing the
heddies upward and downward, the shuttle is made to pass in
between. With a sword, the weft is compressed. F i

Weaving is generally done nearthe bed or in the verandah.
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- ALCOHOLIC D.Bl.NK$

Alcoholic drink plays a very important role in the life of the
people. it is closely associated with their socio-religious life.
Alocholic drink is‘ prepared by many of the people in their houses.

Alcohol plays an important role in the religious life of the
people. Generally gods and goddesses are offered alcoholic drinks.
Such drinks are also taken after worship. Alcoholic drinks are of-
fered by the priest or the tantric to the angry spirits in order to
appease them. Besides, alcohol is taken on many social occa-
sions like marrage etc. if one has to make a complaint to the head-
man against some and seekjustice, he many have to offer alco-
holic drink. An accused may be punished to provide the village
council with alcoholic drinks. Guests are also entertained with
drinks. Besides, alcohol is also used in medical treatment.

There are various, types of alcoholic drinks. The two main
types of alcoholic drinks are: (i) Chok or arak (distilled) and (2)
Panchwa (brewed).

Chuwan is an essential ingredient in preparation of alcohol.
it is the main fermenting agency. it is prepared from different por-
tions of trees, herbs etc, such as leaf, bark etc. All these ingredi-
ents are pounded into powder and kneaded with water. Tablets
are made from these and are sundried.
Panchwa: it is generally prepared in an earthen pot called bwtwk.
Certain types of rice are preferred for the preparation. After cool-
ing the cooked rice, it is mixed with chuwan tablets and kept in a
bwtwk. The opening of the pot is covered with banana leaf. Gen-
erally, the rice ferments in two days and two nights. After fermen-
tation, drinking water is added to it. The liquid is the alcohol and is
imbibed with a bamboo tube, called chungi.

During social drinking, the alcohol is taken by one person
after another from a common pot by means of pipes. To ensure
that one does not drink more than ones share, an indicator called
"bwiai" is used. Eiwlai is a bamboo strip in the shape of 'T', hang-
ing by its two "arms" over the mouth of the pot with its "leg" dipped
into the alcohol. One stops drinking as soon as the level of liquid
falls below the end of the indicator. People tease a drinker who
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drinks beyond his share. After one has had ones share, water is
added to the pot to bring the level of the liquid at its original level.
Everybody drinks one by one according to the seniority of age.
When both men and women drink at a gathering, men first take
the drink one by one according to the seniority of age. When the
men have had drink, the women begin.

Chok I Arok: For preparation of chok / arak, cooked rice
and chuwan is put an earthen pot called bhati. Another earthen
pot is placed upside down over bhati in airtight manner. A bam-
boo tube is fitted into the inverted pot in airtight manner, which
opens into a container where the alcohol is to be collected. Then
the rice is brewed and the vapor comes out through the bamboo
tube through distillation, and is collected in the container.
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W!-LAG.E ADMINISTHATIQN

Before the present democratic form of constitutional government
was adopted, there were different administrative units which
exercized the functions of governance on the community. Differ-
ent tribes generally lived in different hamlets or habftations. Even
though there were many similarities in administrative set-ups of
various tribes, they differed in nifty-gritty of the set up.

Different tribes had different administrative set-ups. Gener-
ally there were three levels in the set up: (i) village-level, (ii) re-
gional level and (iii) community level. The village level set-up would
report to the regional-level set-up and the regional -level set -up to
the community level set up.

The village level council was very powerful and exercized
direct control over the people. The village council consisted of a
few members chosen or selected by the villagers. Among Tripuri
tribe, the chief of the village council was called "Sardar" or
"Choudhuri". The council had its chief ("Sardar" or "Choudhuri"),
secretary to the chief ("karoan"), messenger ("khandal") and mem-
bers. Women were debarred from participating in the council,
though they could be an audience in the proceedings.

it was customary to form the council every year in a gather-
ing just before the onset of jhum cultivation. Through discussion,
an old and efficient man of good reputation and dynamic person-
ality was selected for the powerful post of chief. The other mem-
bers were similarly selected through discussion. The tenure of the
council was for a period of one year. if the council functioned
smoothly and satisfactorly, the term of the council couldrbe ex-
tended to any number of years. in case of any irregularity or mis-
conduct, the council could be dissolved at any moment, or expel
any of its members. When a member was expelled, a new mem-
ber was recruited to fill up the vacant post.

The assignments of the council members were as given
below: (a) Choudhuri: He was empowered to make norms and
rules in consultation with the members and controlled the activi-
ties of the council. His residence was treated as the office of the
council. (b) Karbari: He maintained records and collected infor-
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mation to brief the Choudhuri. (c) Khandal: He was the messen-
ger who circulated the councils judgment or decision among the
villagers. - -

Despite the allegation of feudalism, the system appears to
be based on concensual approach rather than coercion. '

With the introduction of the new system of govermance af-
ter annexation of the state to the Indian Union, these administra-
tive set ups have relegated to the background. Many of the tribal
people have little knowledge of these set-ups.

Now the elections are conducted on political lines, and the
members are committed to certain section. Because of this, vin-
dictiveness and partiality motivates the judgment. As a result there
is confusion and dissatisfaction. But in earlier days, the villagers
were not dissatisfied with thedecision of the village council. if there
was any, it was of a very low degree and never put them in any
position to defy the decision.
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Field visits: Extensive field visits to interior tribal areas in
North Tripura, Dhalai and South Tripura districts of Tripura.
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